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ABSTRACT
ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF METAL ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING
Venkata Karthik Nadimpalli
April 30, 2018

Metal Additive Manufacturing (AM) is increasingly being used to make functional
components. One of the barriers for AM components to become mainstream is the
difficulty to certify them. AM components can have widely different properties based on
process parameters. Improving an AM processes requires an understanding of processstructure-property correlations, which can be gathered in-situ and post-process through
nondestructive and destructive methods. In this study, two metal AM processes were
studied, the first is Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) and the second is Laser
Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF).
The typical problems with UAM components are inter-layer and inter-track defects.
To improve the UAM process, an in-situ quality evaluation technique was desired. Several
NDE techniques were tested in a lab environment before ultrasonic NDE was chosen as a
practical, robust, and cost-effective NDE tool. An in-situ monitoring setup was designed
and built on an UAM system. NDE results showed interesting features that were simulated
through analytic and finite element wave-propagation models. AM layers with defects were
characterized as an intact layer and a finite interfacial stiffness spring. The spring stiffness
v

coefficient is a quality parameter that was used to characterize AM layers through a modelbased inversion method. In-situ and post-process NDE provided an understanding of defect
generation and propagation in UAM. A novel solid-state repair mechanism based on
Friction Stir Processing (FSP) was proposed and demonstrated.
The quality of L-PBF components depends on several factors including laser power,
scan speed, hatch spacing, layer thickness, particle shape/size distribution and other build
conditions. Developing process parameters for a new material is an expensive and complex
optimization problem. Post-process ultrasonic NDE tests revealed that the model-based insitu quality monitoring developed for UAM is also applicable to L-PBF Additive
Manufacturing. A similar NDE set-up was designed and installed on an open-architecture
L-PBF system. A layer-by-layer bond quality evaluation demonstrates the ability to detect
good-quality bonds hidden behind poor-quality regions for Inconel 625 alloy. A costeffective, process parameter development methodology has been proposed and
demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Research Motivation and Problem Statement
Over the past two decades, metals have been increasingly adopted by Additive
Manufacturing (AM) which is a solid freeform fabrication technique. Layer-by-layer
manufacturing was originally used as a rapid prototyping method. The improvement in foil
and powder-based metal AM systems has led to the rapid rise of functional components.
One of the barriers for metal AM components to become mainstream for structural
applications is the difficulty in certifying them. A manufacturing process chain with AM
typically involves, removing support structures, post-process heat treatment, hot isostatic
pressing (HIPing) and machining to dimensional tolerance to eliminate typical defects and
improve the microstructural characteristics. Defects in AM components are inherently
geometry dependent and hence functional AM components need to be certified on a caseby-case basis. Reducing AM defects post-process is expensive and time consuming.
Compared to traditional manufacturing methods, Additive Manufacturing provides a
unique opportunity for in-process monitoring that can be used for certification layer-bylayer. In-situ and post-process Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) are useful tools for
developing process-structure-property correlations.
Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) is a solid-state joining manufacturing
process that is commonly used in conjunction with a CNC mill to make functional metal
1

components. It involves the ultrasonic welding of thin foils on a base substrate. The defects
in UAM are typically inter-layer and inter-track delaminations. It is important to
understand the mechanism of generation of defects so that they can be mitigated. The
quality of UAM components depends on several process parameters including normal force,
vibration amplitude, speed of bonding along with geometrical and environmental factors.
Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is a prominent metal additive manufacturing
technology for making functional components in various materials. The quality of L-PBF
components depends on several factors including laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing,
layer thickness, particle shape/size distribution and other build conditions. Developing
process parameters for a new material is an expensive, time consuming and complex
optimization problem which typically involves the manufacture of several coupons and test
bars to characterize the relationships between the build conditions and L-PBF part quality.
In-situ nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques currently used in metal AM
processes monitor the just bonded layer. NDE techniques which go through the entire AM
component are not ideal to measure complex shapes but can provide valuable processstructure-property correlations that can help improve existing AM processes. Vibrationbased linear and nonlinear ultrasonic NDE techniques were considered for this purpose.
The ideal way to design a suitable NDE sensor setup is to test the response in a laboratory
setting. Various NDE techniques that show potential can be shortlisted for further
assessment of their suitability for online monitoring. To develop an in-situ NDE system for
an industrial application, it is important to consider simplicity, robustness, and repeatability.
Existing literature on in-situ monitoring of UAM and L-PBF systems was reviewed.
Various NDE methods were then tested on UAM components.

2

1.2 Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing
Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) is a layer-by-layer metal based solidstate manufacturing process which is commonly used in conjunction with a CNC mill and
offers advantages in material properties as compared to traditional metal joining and
forming technologies [1-3]. It uses normal force coupled with low frequency mechanical
ultrasonic vibrations to create a solid-state weld between a thin foil and an existing
substrate. Ultrasonic welding is an established industrial bonding process for plastics and
soft metals. UAM is essentially layer-by-layer ultrasonic welding combined with CNC
machining after each layer, hence providing freeform fabrication capability. Given the right
bonding parameters, complete solid-state metallurgically bonded welds can be fabricated.
Load Cell
Motion Control
20 kHz Welder
EDM cut sonotrode
(14 µm roughness)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 (a) Schematic of Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing process [1],
(b) Fabrisonics R200 research machine
For several years, the material systems that could easily be bonded using the UAM
process were limited to softer Aluminum alloys (Al 3003) due to high power requirement
for other engineering materials. The Fabrisonic UAM systems overcome this hurdle by
using a high-power transducer and load cell which makes it feasible to build components
from Copper, Nickel and Iron based alloy systems. Fig. 1.1a shows a schematic of the
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UAM process and Fig. 1.1b shows a manual research machine (Fabrisonic R200). A
constant force is applied while the ultrasonic horn vibrates laterally as it moves forward
inducing plastic deformation within a sheet material causing it to bond onto a base substrate.
The ultrasonic vibration breaks up the oxide layers on the top of the foil and exposes
nascent metal-to-metal contact following which the deformation causes plastic flow and
atomic diffusion leading to sub-micron size grain refinement and ultimately bond
formation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2 (a) Embedded optical fibers, (b) Al-Cu-Al laminate [2]
The additive / subtractive nature and the room temperature processing capability of
the process gives rise to unique capabilities such as completely enclosed cooling channels,
smart parts with embedded sensors (Fig. 1.2) and composite materials that cannot be
produced traditionally. Alloy systems that cannot be easily fusion welded together can be
joined making multi material components that do not suffer from common weld defects
like embrittlement and solidification cracking.

4

The quality of each bond and thus the level of imperfection of each interface is
critical towards estimating the quality of a UAM build. UAM components are anisotropic,
by nature of being layered-structures with defects. The stiffness of each interface plays a
major role in component strength. Most UAM components are meant to be used for
functional applications under service loads and need to be certified as defect free before
they can be used. Current online monitoring efforts all involve optical, laser based and
temperature measurements which do not go through the entire component. In order to build
good quality components, it is important to have online monitoring tools which can
evaluate the structural quality of UAM layers.
UAM involves high speed relative motion between foils to be joined. Several
researchers have studied the mechanism of bonding in ultrasonic metal welding [3-35]. The
bonding process is a function of the input parameters, force applied, velocity of bonding
vibration frequency and vibration amplitude. It is also dependent on surface roughness [21],
temperature [21,22], base plate characteristics, part geometry and build height [11] among
other factors. The bonding process can be separated into, (i) volumetric bonding and (ii)
surface bonding effects. Volumetric bonding effects include elastic and plastic deformation
enhanced through reduced yield stress due to acoustic and thermal softening. Surface
bonding effects include interfacial friction and shearing which break up the oxide layers
and bring more nascent metal to metal contact. Bond formation by ultrasonic welding
requires two conditions to be fulfilled, (i) the generation of clean surfaces with no barrier
layers at the atomic scale and (ii) a direct contact between these clean surfaces. Ram et al.
[1] suggested that the surface-oxide layers are broken up by the vibrations and are displaced
within the vicinity of the interface region. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) studies

5

by Mariani and Ghassemieh [23] and Shimizu et al. [17] have shown that between any two
foils the microstructure can be divided into upper bulk region, fine grained interface region
and lower bulk region as shown in Fig. 1.3, It can be seen that the fine-grained interface
region has a size less than 20 µm and the microstructure of the bulk foil remains similar to
that of rolled aluminum. Another difference is the interface microstructure which is
equiaxed owing to the recrystallization during welding.

Figure 1.3 (a) EBSD maps seen from the rolling direction around the 30th, 16th and
2nd layers, (b) The definition of the regions divided by their microstructure [17]
TEM studies with an elemental EDX by Shimizu et al. [17] show that in many cases
a sub-micron (around 0.1 µm) oxide layer can exist at the interface. Several modeling
efforts [6, 13, 24, 25] have shown that the high strain rate deformation in UAM causes a
localized rise in temperature up to 0.5 Tm (melting temperature). Such a sharp rise in
6

temperature in a small interval of time due to adiabatic heating can decrease the flow stress
of the material appreciably for further deformation. On the other hand, the flow stress can
also increase with strain rate. The two competing processes are (i) temperature effect and
(ii) strain effect. Eventually the effect of increased temperature prevails resulting in
softening through dynamic recovery and recrystallization (DRX). Fig. 1.4 shows a
schematic of the UAM bonding process.

Figure 1.4 Illustration of welding mechanism (a) Initial state, (b) Normal force and
surface contact, (c, d) Deformation and breaking up of oxide layers, (e) Metal to metal
contact with plastic flow leading to metallurgical bonding, (f) Dynamic recovery and
recrystallization [17]
The most common defects in UAM components are shown in Fig. 1.5. They are
typically classified as Type-1 defects or delaminations between layers one on top of the
other and Type-2 defects which form between adjacent tracks. Both Type-1 and Type-2
defects are harmful to the strength of components. Type-1 defects that can be seen via
optical microscopy are gross delaminations and indicate process parameters which are far
7

from optimal that would not be used in a typical industrial setting. Process parameter
optimization within UAM has always been performed experimentally by varying the input
parameters until a satisfactory bond quality was achieved according to the metric of Linear
Weld Density (% of area that appears to be fully bonded via optical microscopy). Some
researchers [16] have found that %LWD is not a good measure of the bond strength since
it does not take into account kissing bonds or tightly shut regions. A better qualitative
mechanism was suggested [26] based on a pull out tensile test followed by measurement
of the fractured surface to analyze the % Bonded region. It was argued [26] that there is a
definite presence of tightly closed surfaces in UAM that cannot be observed with an optical
microscope, hence only after tensile testing will these kissing bonds be visible.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5 Gross defects in the UAM process, (a) Type-1 defects or delaminations, (b)
Type-2 defects between adjacent tracks [1]
Bond strength measurement was first reported using the peel test after bonding new
layers [18]. Other mechanical tests involved using lap shear, push pin and tensile tests [27].
It is of primary interest to be able to identify those imperfect interfaces which are often
invisible even in a magnified optical microscope. But these imperfect interfaces lead to a
gross reduction in mechanical properties and, without the right NDE techniques to
characterize them, render UAM components to be unreliable for structural applications.
8

Existing in-situ monitoring literature is primarily based on temperature
measurement. An IR camera was used [9] to observe the temperature of the just bonded
foil during welding. The weld energy was calculated as a function of the rise in temperature
and was correlated to the peel strength of the welds. Another method to monitor
temperature is to embed a K-type thermocouple between two UAM layers and bond on top
of the same [8]. This approach confirms that the internal temperature of the UAM builds
goes only up to 250 °C in Al 6061. It also shows that the rise in temperature stronger
materials is higher. The results prove that UAM is a truly solid-state bonding process and
that the energy drawn towards heating is contributing to the plastic flow and hence is
related to the mechanical strength [8].
A truly online monitoring approach has been demonstrated [28] with a photonic
Doppler velocimeter measuring the phase and velocity of the sonotrode, foil and base. The
results showed some promise in characterizing the contrast between a good weld and a
poor one but monitors only the just bonded foil. Online in-situ monitoring of layer-by-layer
manufacturing processes offers a unique advantage which is, to be able to make changes
to the build parameters in real time to achieve closed loop process control. Most fusion
based AM processes form defects in the top few layers from the solidification zone and
hence monitoring the top surface is critical, leading to the use of optical techniques such as
infrared imaging (IR). But in the case of UAM parts, the layer might be fully bonded
initially but can form a delamination due to repeated cyclic loading several layers after it
has been bonded. Hence, it is crucial to have an NDE sensor that goes through the entire
component. Due to the lower temperatures in UAM, ultrasonic NDE is an attractive choice.
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Interaction of ultrasound with an imperfect interface is a classical problem. It is
well established that ultrasonic waves are sensitive to imperfect interfaces even if the
imperfections are much smaller than the wavelength. The reflection of ultrasound from
partially contacting and sliding surfaces, was studied by Kendall and Tabor (1971) [36]
using a spring model. Haines and Langston (1980) [37] used a similar spring model to
express the reflection and transmission coefficients of an ultrasonic wave as a function of
the interfacial stiffness. Baik and Thompson (1984) [38] described how the interaction of
ultrasonic waves with an imperfect interface could be modeled as a spring-mass system
when the wavelength of ultrasound was large in comparison to the thickness of the interface.
The spring stiffness referred to as the interfacial stiffness is the ratio of stress by
interface crack opening displacement at an imperfect interface. A finite interfacial stiffness
indicates an imperfect interface with a frequency dependent response. Nagy and Adler
(1988) [39] showed how imperfect interfaces in similar and dissimilar inertia and friction
welds could be characterized by ultrasound. Nagy (1992) [40] also introduced a method to
differentiate between different kinds of imperfect interfaces like slip bonds, kissing bonds
and partial bonds. Several researchers have shown ultrasonic techniques to be effective in
classifying adhesive bonds [41-43] and diffusion bonds [44-47]. UAM components consist
of a layered structure with several imperfect interfaces and each interface is like a diffusion
bonded/ friction welded interface. Hence, ultrasonic/acoustic methods are naturally the first
choice as a potential NDE technique. In the following section various NDE methods are
discussed which might be applicable to UAM components. Experiments are then
conducted in a laboratory setting to evaluate the best in-situ monitoring NDE setup for
industrial application.
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1.3 Selecting a Suitable NDE Method for UAM
Several types of ultrasonic waves can be generated such as longitudinal, shear,
surface, and Lamb waves. Out of these, surface and lamb waves are not practical to produce
within the UAM setup. The simplest way to produce longitudinal waves is via contact
transducers, while the best way to produce shear waves would be to use Electro Magnetic
Acoustic Transducers (EMATs). Longitudinal normal incidence contact transducers are
the norm in ultrasonic NDE, with robust piezo transducers that are commercially available.
Shear normal incidence contact transducers are good for laboratory use but they require
special couplants and are unreliable for industrial applications. Feedback through a
piezoelectric transducer always involves waves travelling through a contact medium before
reaching the receiver. Every time waves pass through the component they also encounter
the contact medium twice. Metallographic preparation, flat surfaces and a thin coupling
medium are often required for accurate velocity and attenuation measurements when using
contact transducers. EMATs eliminate the need of a coupling medium owing to their
noncontact ultrasonic generation mechanism
EMATs are devices made up of coils fed by a large dynamic current (a pulse or a
tone-burst are commonly used) and a magnet or electromagnet providing a static magnetic
field [48-52]. When the EMAT is close to a metallic sample, an eddy current of area density
Je is induced in it. The interaction of current density with the bias magnetic flux density B
results in a net body force on the sample known as the Lorentz force. In ferromagnetic
materials, in addition to the Lorentz force we also have magnetostrictive transduction
mechanism. The efficiency of transduction through a material decreases quickly with
stand-off distance thus limiting the non-contact distance to a few mm, which is sufficient
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for making non-contact measurements. EMATs have good repeatability since there is no
external couplant. Common modes for non-ferrous materials include shear waves that can
be radially polarized, plane polarized, or are angular in nature [48], thus making EMATs
an ideal candidate for studying in-situ the interaction of shear ultrasonic waves with UAM
components.
Ultrasonic array probes consist of many individually wired ultrasonic elements
within a single transducer package. The elements can be fired individually or in groups
with different phase shifts which allows an array probe to steer and focus the ultrasonic
beam [53-55]. In addition, phased array probes can produce images of the internal structure
of a component, which enable components with complex geometries to be inspected with
more accuracy, thus making phased array probes attractive to image the interfaces within
an UAM build.
Conventional active acoustic methods rely on the principles of linear acoustics.
These effects are reflection, scattering, transmission and absorption of probe acoustic
energy at a certain bandwidth of frequency. The presence of a defect leads to a phase and/or
amplitude variation of the received signals while the frequencies are the same as those of
the emitted probe signals. The principle difference between linear and nonlinear acoustic
NDE techniques is that, the nonlinear technique correlates the presence and characteristics
of a defect (or the inherent material) with acoustical signals whose frequencies differ from
the frequencies of the emitted probe signal. The signals with differing frequencies are an
outcome of a nonlinear transformation of the probe acoustic energy. Several methods are
historically used for Nonlinear NDE [56-61] for instance, (i) Modulation and (ii) Second
harmonic generation. Second harmonic generation involves the presence of a transmitter
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of frequency f and a receiver of frequency 2f. Vibro-modulation involves the modulation
of a high frequency acoustic signal with a low frequency component that separates itself
from the primary frequency. There is an inherent modulation within the UAM process with
a 20 kHz vibration which makes it attractive to consider the modulation of a higher
frequency ultrasonic signal that is already generated using a longitudinal contact or a shear
EMAT. Modulation techniques are sensitive to geometric nonlinearities that open and close
upon the application of load. Due to the nature of the UAM process, Vibro-modulation is
an interesting choice for a nonlinear acoustic NDE method.
Material and interface degradation is usually accompanied by a significant increase
in ultrasonic nonlinearity, which can be substantially higher than the intrinsic nonlinearity
of the intact material. Despite the advantage over conventional linear methods, nonlinear
NDE methods have failed to find wider application in quantitative materials
characterization because they are very difficult to adapt to field inspection. The main
reason is that the sensitive nonlinear harmonics generation technique is also sensitive to
spurious nonlinearities that inherently occur in the driving electronics and in the coupling
medium between the transducers and the component to be inspected. These spurious
nonlinearities could be comparable, or even stronger, than the sum of the intrinsic lattice
nonlinearity and the excess nonlinearity caused by material imperfections. These problems
can be very elegantly avoided by using ultrasonic wave mixing [62-64]. Wave mixing
coupled with appropriate flipping and averaging of the signals can lead to suppression of
the linear ultrasonic signals as well as the nonlinearities that arise from sources other than
the imperfections that are of interest. Without changing the transducer and by investing in
electronics it is possible to perform both a nonlinear as well as a linear measurement within
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the online monitoring setup on a UAM platform. Hence it is worth exploring the possibility
of using nonlinear NDE techniques.
All the techniques mentioned until now are acoustic and all of them expect to have
access from below the base plate of the UAM build and hence go through the base followed
by the base/build interface and then the rest of the UAM stack. When the base/build
interface is delaminated, it essentially blinds us to the properties of the stack. It is hence
important to also explore NDE techniques which measure the quality of the just bonded
foils. Techniques based on potential drop are well established as a tool for NDE of material
properties, monitoring the growth of cracks and characterization of defects [65-67].
Alternating Current Potential Drop (ACPD) is one such technique which can be automated
to take a measurement after every 5-10 layers of build to estimate the quality of the just
bonded foils. In this section, several NDE methods will be explored on UAM components
with the objective of designing an in-situ monitoring NDE setup.

1.3.1

Linear Ultrasonic NDE: Acoustic Microscopy
Post process immersion C-scan analysis was carried out to study the interface

defects in UAM components. A 5 MHz immersion longitudinal transducer was used in a
SONIX acoustic microscopy system to scan the surface of the component from the side of
the base plate as shown in Fig. 1.6. To clearly distinguish the region of interest, a dotted
black line is drawn around the UAM sample. Five such acoustic microscopy images are
presented in Fig. 1.7 for the base/build interface and for the stack. The length of these UAM
tracks was 101.6 mm and the widths were 25.4 mm. The base/build image had signs of
delamination starting from the beginning of the bonding direction. It was observed that the
base/build image has strong reflections at the edges where delaminations begin and start to
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creep into the sample. The stack image shows a distinctly low quality during the first 25
mm of the track. The dotted circles indicate regions where a 5 MHz longitudinal dual
element delay line transducer was used to collect representative waveforms that were then
used to calculate ultrasonic velocity. The measured ultrasonic velocity and corresponding
elastic stiffness coefficient C11 are shown in Table 1.1. These results indicate that ultrasonic
NDE is sensitive to the quality of UAM components. The low-temperature processing and
the wide availability of ultrasonic NDE also make it an attractive candidate for in-situ
monitoring.
Table 1.1 Experimentally measured ultrasonic velocity and elastic stiffness coefficient.
Build amplitude [μm]

Sound velocity [mm/μs]

C11 [GPa]

28

5.64

86

29

5.78

90

30

6.04

99

31

6.27

106

32

6.19

103

Intact (Al 6061)

6.35

109
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Figure 1.7 Ultrasonic signatures of components built using different vibration amplitudes
with acoustic microscopy C-scans of the two gated signals at the bottom
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1.3.2

Electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs)
Non-contact ultrasonic techniques are attractive for applications where a

mechanical coupling or contact is difficult. Two prominent non-contact ultrasonic
techniques are laser-based and EMATs. Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers (EMATs)
can generate and detect ultrasonic waves due to contactless electromagnetic coupling with
the test object, rather than with mechanical coupling, as in standard piezoelectric probes
[48-51]. This feature makes EMATs attractive alternative to piezoelectric transducers in
applications where contactless inspections are required. Moreover, EMATs can excite a
wide range of wave-modes and can be employed as a standard for ultrasonic calibration.
However, EMATs have relatively low signal-to-noise ratio compared to standard
transducers. EMATs also offer higher temperature testing capability which is desirable in
an industrial environment. UAM processing occurs at up to 200 °C, at these temperatures
shear energy does not travel through low density couplants, hence it is difficult to generate
them with conventional piezoelectric transducers and is impractical in industrial settings.
Electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs), on the other hand, are an effective
alternative to generate SH waves for ultrasonic testing. The primary mechanism for sound
generation using EMATs is the Lorentz force in non-magnetic materials. In magnetic
materials it is added to the magnetostriction [51 With different combinations of magnet
and coil geometry, different varieties of ultrasonic waves can be generated, including
longitudinal waves, shear vertical and horizontal waves. EMATs can also be used to
generate normal beam, oblique and different types of guided wave testing. Fig. 1.8 shows
the typical process of generation of a normal beam with an EMAT along with the magnet
and coil orientations for exciting different kinds of ultrasonic waves.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 1.8 (a) EMAT operation, (b) Lorentz Force and Magnetostriction, (c)
Longitudinal and Angle beam EMATs, (d) Shear radial and Shear horizontal EMATs
[51,52]
An Innerspec Powerbox H portable pulser receiver system with 8 kW of peak power
and 1200 V peak to peak tone burst capabilities was used with a radially polarized shear
EMAT driven with a 5-cycle tone burst at 2 MHz to inspect UAM components from the
top. Measurement from the top is difficult with regular piezo transducers and this test
serves to prove the non-contact capability of EMAT even on rough surfaces. 5
measurements were performed at different locations on each sample and all the waveforms
were averaged. The ultrasonic shear velocity within 6 UAM samples built with different
amplitudes, each with 45 layers (6 mm thickness) was measured. To account for the
velocity only through the build layers the average shear velocity in the Aluminum base was
measured and accounted for. Fig. 1.9 shows that the shear velocity is sensitive to build
parameter variations as expected.
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Figure 1.9 Shear velocity variation with build amplitude in UAM components

1.3.3

Nonlinear ultrasonic wave mixing
A large body of literature exists on the ability of nonlinear acoustic methods to

identify material damage much before it can be detected via linear methods [56-64].
Nonlinear methods are sensitive to microstructural change, dislocation density change, and
amount of fatigue damage incurred. When linear techniques can easily detect the damage
in a material, it is often late to take preventive/corrective measures. The sensitivity of
nonlinear techniques to small changes also hinders the ability to take measurements due to
the lack of selectivity. Nonlinear measurements pick up not only contact acoustic
nonlinearity (CAN) but also the inherent nonlinearity of the material, that of the coupling
medium, that of the transducer and the electronics, which is one of the primary reasons
why nonlinear techniques have not become popular for a variety of applications. Wave
mixing along with averaging by flipping can solve the issue of suppressing the spurious
nonlinearities. Nonlinear mixing takes input signals of frequency f1 and f2 and measures
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only the output of frequency (f1+f2). Wave mixing alone would often have several
combinations of mode converted waves which brings us to averaging by flipping. An
electronically driven pulsing mechanism coupled with intelligent averaging is required to
eliminate the nonlinearities that are not of interest. Let g1 and g2 be the two input waves
that are to be mixed with frequencies f1 and f2 respectively. Four transmit receive pairs of
waveforms are collected in each cycle, as shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 Averaging via flipping of the linear-mode signals [61]

Wave1 Wave2

Nonlinear Signal (with 2nd Harmonics)

Averaging

+𝑔1

+𝑔2

+𝑔1 + 𝑔2 + 𝑔12 + 𝑔22 + 𝑔1 𝑔2

+

−𝑔1

+𝑔2

−𝑔1 + 𝑔2 + 𝑔12 + 𝑔22 − 𝑔1 𝑔2

-

−𝑔1

−𝑔2

−𝑔1 − 𝑔2 + 𝑔12 + 𝑔22 + 𝑔1 𝑔2

+

+𝑔1

−𝑔2

+𝑔1 − 𝑔2 + 𝑔12 + 𝑔22 − 𝑔1 𝑔2

-

The resultant of flipping every alternate signal and adding the nonlinear signals is
effectively 4𝑔1 𝑔2 , i.e. not only the linear signals, but also the spurious nonlinear signals
are eliminated except for the mixing signal. A dual element longitudinal 5 MHz ultrasonic
transducer was connected to a two-channel arbitrary function generator which generates
the two mixing signals 𝑔1 and 𝑔2 each at 2.8 MHz frequency. The nonlinear mixed signal
was obtained by flipping and averaging, the frequency of which would be around 5.6 MHz.
The correct signal in the time domain was gated and windowed as shown in Fig. 1.10, Fig.
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1.11 and the magnitude of the 6 MHz frequency was chosen as the strength of the nonlinear
signal.

Figure 1.10 The two mixing signals with frequencies 2.8 MHz each

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.11 Nonlinear signal from a bad region of a UAM component
Similar signals were collected on different components of varying quality, and 10
readings were taken at each location. It was observed that there was significant variability
of the signal within different regions of each component. A wrought Al 6061 block of
similar thickness was used as an intact specimen for reference comparison. The four kinds
of regions were clearly distinguishable between each other (Fig. 1.12). The low build
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amplitude sample (25 µm) had the highest nonlinearity while the higher build amplitude
(33 µm) had a comparatively lower nonlinear response. The response of the intact specimen
was significantly lower than any of the UAM samples. Acoustic microscopy was
performed on the low build amplitude signal which showed the highest nonlinear signal
and the approximate region where this occurred is shown in the reflection and transmission
images in Fig. 1.13a, 1.13b respectively.

Figure 1.12 Nonlinear signal measured on four different samples at approximately one
location close to the center of each sample
It was demonstrated in literature that linear inspection based on attenuation/velocity,
is not sensitive enough for initial damage accumulation over the first 25-50% of fatigue
life, while nonlinear inspection shows a monotonically rising damage level due to
increasing dislocation density. However, the nonlinearity quickly saturates as dislocations
become pinned, therefore no significant further increase occurs during the remaining
fatigue life of the component. At a later stage, the linear attenuation of the material starts
to increase due to the formation of multiple-site microcracks and the measured “effective
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nonlinearity declines from its saturated level because of the increasing attenuation
especially at higher frequencies.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.13 (a) Transmission image, (b) Reflection (base/build interface) image. The
nonlinear signal is highest at the cross marks
The advantage of the nonlinear wave-mixing is that the same dual element
transducer that can be used for linear ultrasonic measurements can also measure the
material nonlinearity. With respect to in-situ monitoring in UAM, simply increasing the
complexity of the electronics involved, a system capable of linear as well as nonlinear
measurements can be setup. While the initial investment is high, the rewards might
potentially outweigh the cost of adding a nonlinear wave mixing option to a linear
ultrasonic setup.
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1.3.4

Phased array
Ultrasonic measurements are indirect, meaning that the measured outputs, which

are usually in the form of electrical voltage versus time signals, are the result of complex
transformations of the acoustic energy that is generated and received, making it difficult to
connect the characteristics of the measured signals directly with the properties of the object
being examined.

Figure 1.14 (a) A single element ultrasonic transducer generating a traveling wave, and
(b) the same transducer receiving the waves scattered from a spherical reflector [54]
To illustrate the difficulty, consider the simple ultrasonic system outlined in Fig.
1.14, where a single element ultrasonic transducer is placed in a fluid. If the transducer is
excited by an electrical pulse, as shown in Fig. 1.14a, a traveling pulse of sound will be
generated in the water in the form of an acoustic wave. If this wave strikes an object such
as a spherical reflector, as shown in Fig. 1.14b, then waves will be scattered from the sphere
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in all directions and some of that scattered acoustic energy will return to the transducer.
Knowing the wave speed of the fluid and the time of arrival of this pulse, the distance to
the sphere can be estimated, but other quantitative information such as the size or its
mechanical properties. are not obvious from the measured signal. Mechanically moving a
single element transducer results in a collection of measured signals that can be used to
help better determine quantitative information about defects and delaminations within a
component. With sufficient information obtained from such mechanical motion of the
transducer, an ultrasonic image can be formed as demonstrated in Sec. 1.3.1. However,
mechanical scanning is slow and expensive to perform with a single element transducer
setup. Also, it is practically infeasible to have a scanning system which collects data via
rastering after each UAM build.
A more effective approach to conduct inspections and form images is to use an
ultrasonic phased array, where the sound beam can be manipulated electronically. It is
possible with the help of the right algorithms to develop a correlation between the nature
of the scatterers and the ultrasonic signals and thus perform imaging. Ultrasonic array
probes consist of many individually wired ultrasonic elements within a single transducer
package. In a phased array setup (Fig. 1.15), the ultrasonic transducer is composed of an
array of small piezoelectric elements, where each element can be separately driven, and the
response of each element independently received. If each of the elements is driven in an
identical fashion so that the driving electrical pulses travel in unison, then each element of
the array acts as a point source and radiates a spherical wave. These spherical waves
combine to form a traveling wave pulse as shown in Fig. 1.15a.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1.15 (a) An ultrasonic phased array, where the driving electrical pulses for each
element arrive in unison, (b) An ultrasonic phased array where a set of delays are used to
steer the sound beam of the array and, (c) The case where a set of delays produce a
focusing of the sound beam [54]
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Figure 1.16 (a) Aluminum-copper composite manufactured by UAM (b) Phased array
imaging using beam forming to focus at various depths inside the UAM sample
Except in a region close to the array the sound beam of the array is like the beam
generated by a single element transducer of the same size as that of the entire array.
However, by varying the relative time delays, ∆ti, of the driving pulses (where the ensemble
of delays is called a delay law), the ultrasonic phased array can electronically steer the
sound beam generated in different directions, as shown in Fig. 1.15b. With an appropriate
non-linear delay law, the same array can also generate a focused sound beam as shown in
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Fig. 1.15c. A more complex combination of these delay laws can simultaneously perform
both beam steering and focusing. Relative time delays for each element can also be used
for modifying the characteristics of the signals received by an array.
To test the phased array system, an aluminum-copper composite was manufactured
by UAM with Al 6061 H18 foils and pure copper foils. The aluminum and copper foils
were 150 µm in thickness. 6 layers of aluminum and 10 layers of copper were laid in bands
to form the composite. The substrate was also aluminum and can be considered a part of
the composite sample. Multi-material composites are used in structural applications
especially when impact strength and weight reduction are of significance. Fig. 1.16a shows
the Al-Cu composite structure with a large delamination at the substrate aluminum
interface (12.7 mm depth). The preceding 6 layers are well bonded to each other followed
by the 10 layers of copper which have porosity from sections of poorly welded zones. The
first aluminum-copper interface appears to have reasonable bonding with no clear
delamination. An image formed by a one dimensional (1D) linear 32-element phased array
transducer is shown in Fig. 1.16b. Not only is the delamination at 12.7 mm evident, but
also reflections from within the composite were imaged.
1D-linear arrays can only provide focusing and beam steering in a single plane [55].
However, 2D arrays, with elements arranged in a 2D plane, can manipulate an ultrasonic
beam in every direction in the volume beneath the array, improving inspection coverage
and sensitivity. It is hence important to include phased array ultrasonics in the list of
potential in-situ NDE techniques.
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1.3.5

Nonlinear Vibro-Modulation
Acoustic nonlinear phenomena applied to nondestructive evaluation is a well-

researched topic [56-64]. The remarkable strength of many nonlinear effects introduced by
defects makes their use for damage detection very attractive. Two main nonlinear effects
have been studied extensively for NDE applications: (i) measuring the wave speed
dependence on the wave amplitude; (ii) monitoring the generation of harmonics. In both
cases the evolution of the nonlinear effect can be studied over time for e.g., for fatigue
monitoring. Contact acoustic nonlinearities (CAN’s) are typically solid-to-solid interfaces
with imperfect adhesion, such as cracks, disbonds, etc. Vibro-acoustic modulation is based
on this kind of nonlinearity. If an undamaged specimen is subjected to both a low frequency
vibration and an ultrasound probing signal, the resultant field is simply the superposition
of the fields obtained by applying the two excitations separately.

Top of the
UAM Stack

Voltage [V]

Base/Build
Interface

Time [μs]
Figure 1.17 In-situ signal using the dual element delay line transducer after 80 layers
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However, if the system is damaged for e.g., by a crack or some debonding, the two
vibrations interact so that the ultrasound wave is modulated in amplitude and/or phase [56]
by the low frequency oscillation. Therefore, the occurrence of amplitude modulation in
such a setup can be taken as an indication of the presence of damage in the specimen and
could be used as the basis of a nondestructive technique for damage detection. In practice,
the phenomenon is usually studied in the frequency domain where the modulating effect is
manifested by the presence of sidebands around the main peak at the ultrasonic frequency.
In UAM components it is theorized that a high frequency carrier ultrasonic signal
can be modulated by the inherent structural vibrations caused by the low 20 kHz frequency
of the bonding process. The modulation can reveal the extent of damage within the whole
component and specifically the base/build interface. The novelty lies in the fact that the
inherent structural vibrations of the UAM process are utilized for this analysis making it
an ideal addition to an in-situ monitoring setup. If the carrier ultrasonic signal is applied
from below, it would face two kinds of modulations. The first being the gradual increase
of the applied force (5000 N) until the welding head is right on top of the location of the
transducer and then a further gradual decrease. Such a modulation occurs once every layer.
The second kind of modulation is in the 20 kHz vibration of the welding head and its effect
on the carrier signal usually in the MHz range. To verify the effect of modulation during
the welding process an experiment was designed to continuously monitor the ultrasonic
signals throughout the UAM build process. The UAM base plate was raised by supports to
incorporate the ultrasonic transducer below for in-situ experiments. A continuous data
capture was performed at a repetition frequency of 4 kHz by monitoring from below the
base. A delay line dual element 5 MHz transducer is utilized. The 4 kHz sampling rate is
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insufficient to study the second type of modulation that occurs at 20 kHz. The data from
the continuous monitoring was written directly onto a solid-state hard drive.

Figure 1.18 Average signal power during continuous monitoring during the UAM build

Base

Base

Figure 1.19 Average signal power variation due to force modulation during a UAM build
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The repetition frequency was limited by the rate of data transfer but even so, 4000
Hz is a significantly high time resolution for analyzing what happens during a 1.5 second
weld process for a single layer. 80 such layers were built to make a single component and
5 different build amplitudes were selected to build a set of components. Five such replicates
were built to make 25 components of 80 layers each, with continuous monitoring
throughout the build process. In Fig. 1.17 we see the signal after 80 layers from a sample.
The large amount of data that was collected during the bonding process was
averaged 40 times so that the effective repetition frequency is 100 Hz, i.e. every second
100 A-Scans are collected. Preliminary results for the modulation due to the applied force
are presented. Fig. 1.18 shows the average power of each averaged waveform from layer
55 onwards. Between any two layers there are 1000 waveforms whose average power is
represented as a single point. It is seen that the root mean square (RMS) power of the signal
significantly drops when a new layer is added. Those peaks are identified by red markers
and are utilized for data analysis around the bonding zones. The signal from the base/build
interface is windowed and its power is also plotted. When the weld head is right in the
center of the bonding zone it is expected that the average power of the signal significantly
drops due to the force applied as seen in Fig. 1.19.
There is a high degree of correlation between the drop in the total signal power as
compared to that of the interface signal power. Not only is there a correlation, the value of
the drop in the interface signal is almost the same as the value of the drop in the interface
signal. This essentially means that what we are observing is an effect of the coupling
medium as that is the only common variable that relates to both the interface as well as the
total signal. It is elementary to re-design the system where the coupling medium has a
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reservoir and hence is not going to affect the signals. In such a case, the modulation of the
force would indicate the imperfections at the base/build interface. While the damage to the
base/build interface can currently be observed, the interface signals from within the UAM
build are often small and it is difficult to estimate the extent of damage via linear methods.
Nonlinear techniques such as modulation have the potential to estimate such damage as the
layers are being built.

1.3.6

Alternating Current Potential Drop
In the field of Non-Destructive Testing, Potential Drop (PD) techniques have been

used for decades (65-67), especially in the petrochemical and power generation industries,
for monitoring crack growth and wall thickness variations due to corrosion and/or erosion
in pipes, pressure vessels and other structures. Inspection is carried out by injecting currents
in the specimen to be tested and measuring the arising electrical potential difference
between two or more electrodes placed on its surface. The presence of a defect generally
increases the resistance and hence the measured voltage drop; inversion of these data can
give information on the size and shape of the defect. There are two types of potential drop
techniques, Direct Current (DCPD) and Alternating Current (ACPD. Potential drop
techniques use a four-point measurement system as shown in Fig. 1.20. Two of the
electrodes are used for current injection and the other two for measurement of resistance.
The penetration depth is limited by the electromagnetic skin depth when δ is smaller than
half the distance between injection electrodes. It is dependent on the inspection frequency,
magnetic permeability, and electrical conductivity of the material according to δ=1/√πfμσ.
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Figure 1.20 Schematic diagram of a Potential Drop measurement [67]

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.21 Current distribution in sound and cracked specimens using (a) DCPD and (b)
ACPD [65]
At very low frequencies, the current distribution asymptotically approaches the
static distribution of the direct current potential drop (DCPD) method with a geometrical
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penetration depth roughly equal to half the distance between the injection electrodes. The
main advantage of ACPD mode of operation over DCPD is that the same injection current
produces much larger potential differences [66]. Using this technique, the measured
resistance increases when the probe overlaps a defect because the injected current is forced
to travel around and underneath the defect, such as a surface breaking crack, which leads
to increasing potential drop between the sensing electrodes [66]. Fig. 1.21 shows the
current distribution in intact and cracked specimens using DCPD and ACPD inspection
techniques.

Figure 1.22 Block diagram of an ACPD experiment [66]
In the DCPD scenario the injected current spreads out through the whole cross
section of the specimen limited only by the electrode separation whereas in the ACPD case
the penetration depth is readily controlled by the inspection frequency through the
electromagnetic skin depth. This makes ACPD attractive for testing UAM components. In
a layered metallic structure the electric current flow would be tortuous if there are
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imperfections at the interface of each layer. This means that the current takes a much longer
path due to the presence of several imperfect interfaces which would result in a higher
resistance measured.
A typical block diagram of an ACPD experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.22. The
signal coming from a function generator passes through a differential output amplifier,
whose purpose is to ensure that the currents injected into the material through the first pair
of electrodes of the probe are of equal amplitude and opposite sign. The voltage measured
at the second pair of probe electrodes is fed through a pre-amplifier and then read with a
lock-in amplifier. The measurements can be automated by using a computer to operate all
the instrumentation through a routine written in LabVIEW. A similar setup was used to
collect data on a factorial set of UAM components ranging from build amplitudes 25 µm
to 35 µm. It has been observed via acoustic microscopy that build quality variations exist
within a sample from bond start to bond finish. Typically, there are more delaminations at
the bond start region. Fig. 1.23 shows the average resistance measured within set of 18
UAM samples with 20 measurements per sample taken at the center of the build. It is
observed that samples built with 25 and 27 µm, are of lower quality than the rest of the
samples which are of lower quality than the baseline measurement on a solid Al block. The
measurement only works because at the low inspection frequency (16 Hz) the skin depth
(δ~ 30 mm) is larger than twice the electrode separation (s = 10 mm). This introduces a
normal component to the ACPD measurement thus allowing the current to travel through
the UAM layers and thus be sensitive to imperfections.
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Figure 1.23 ACPD resistance across a factorial design of UAM builds
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Figure 1.24 Average ACPD resistance variation from build start to build Finish across a
factorial design of UAM samples
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It was experimentally shown that depending on the build parameters, anywhere
from 5- 60% of the whole bonded region could be tightly shut kissing bonds [26]. A tensile
test in the Z-direction and further microscopy to observe the fracture surface confirm the
existence of tightly shut interface defects. Hence, the electric current would take a very
tortuous path at each interface where it encounters delamination and kissing bonds. Fig.
1.24 shows the comparison of the bond quality variations between the bond start and bond
finish. The value at the bond start of 25 µm sample was much higher than the rest of the
values (500 % higher), hence the top of that bar is not represented. The average trends show
that ACPD technique is sensitive to build parameter variations, but it might be much more
sensitive to localized geometrical, material variations at the point of contact. ACPD is
worth exploring in the context of UAM since it is a potentially automatable technique for
nondestructively measuring the quality of just bonded UAM layers.

1.3.7

Review and selection of NDE method
Several NDE techniques were studied in a laboratory setting for their sensitivity,

robustness, cost, and ease of implementation in an industrial setting. Most of the techniques
tested were based on ultrasonic measurement due to its sensitivity to the defects in UAM,
Linear single element ultrasonic NDE is a well understood, widely available, cost-effective
technique. Linear phased array ultrasonic testing is a more expensive but provides the
advantage of imaging the defects and components. Due to the sensitivity of ultrasound to
defects in UAM, either a high frequency measurement is required to resolve the defect,
which limits the propagation distance and thus volume inspectable, or model-based
approach is necessary to interpret the results. EMATs are effective at generating shear
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waves which are difficult to achieve in traditional PZT transducers. Nonlinear ultrasonic
techniques like vibro-modulation and wave-mixing are promising in a laboratory setting
but not feasible in an industrial environment. ACPD measurement is also promising for
detecting defects from above but it requires stopping the manufacturing process after every
few layers to take a measurement. In-situ NDE measurements are best performed
continuously without interrupting the manufacturing process and without altering
component quality. Introduction of an NDE sensor below the base plate can also alter the
quality of the UAM components due to the change in vibration characteristics, hence
having a smaller sensor is better. From the results presented in this section, linear ultrasonic
methods such as PZT, EMAT and phased array are the best options for monitoring in-situ
from below the base plate. Considering the cost and ease of industrial implementation, PZT
ultrasonic NDE sensors were chosen as the NDE method for in-situ monitoring of UAM
components.

1.4 Laser Powder Bed Fusion Additive Manufacturing
Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is a prominent additive manufacturing (AM)
process that produces parts directly from a 3D CAD model [68]. During the L-PBF process,
the CAD model is sliced into layers and a focused laser beam is used to melt metallic
powder into a solid part according to the contour information of the slice layers. Inside the
build chamber, there is a material dispensing platform and a build platform along with the
recoater blade used to lay a thin layer of powder as shown in Fig. 1.25.
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Figure 1.25 Schematic of L-PBF process (From EOS GMBH)
Metal AM components are designed to be used for functional applications in
various materials including stainless steel, cobalt chromium, titanium, and Inconel super
alloys. The L-PBF process chain involves a wide range of processing parameters and build
conditions for making the AM component. Post-process annealing, heat treatment, HIPing
and milling are often required to achieve necessary dimensional tolerance and structural
performance. While the post-process treatments are a good way to deal with existing
problems with L-PBF components, the best solution is to have a better-quality product
coming out of the L-PBF system.
The properties of AM parts are dramatically influenced by build conditions
referring to process parameters, scanning strategy and raw material characteristics. Several
investigations have been conducted that are focused on optimizing these build conditions
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to improve the mechanical properties [69-77]. For a given set of build conditions, a useful
parameter energy density is defined as
Ed 

P
vht

,

(1.1)

where, Ed is the energy density, P is the laser power, v is the scan speed, h is the
hatch spacing, and t is the layer thickness. Several works have reported that for a given
laser power (P), there is an optimal range of energy density in which fully dense parts can
be fabricated [71]. Lower energy input causes defects due to incomplete melting, while
higher energy causes keyhole porosity and residual stress build up. The optimal energy
density band also varies based on the laser power. At higher power (> 200 W), the band is
wider [75] and therefore we observe a surge in commercial availability of L-PBF systems
offering higher laser power. Developing optimal process parameters for a new material is
an expensive undertaking involving the manufacture of several coupons, and mechanical
test bars. Typically, coupons are built with a wide range of build conditions to study the
density through Archimedes’ porosity and optical microscopy. An energy density band is
identified within which components are close to fully dense (>99%). The process is further
repeated by zoning into the optimal energy band until the coupons have close to 100%
density. At this stage, tensile and fatigue bars can be manufactured to further optimize the
mechanical strength of the L-PBF components.
This methodology for developing process parameters is expensive as it requires
several days of machine time followed by metallurgical and mechanical sample preparation
and testing. Furthermore, variability in scan strategy, powder characteristics, build
geometry and environmental factors can all lead to varying structural performance. For
instance, scan strategy and geometry can affect the residual stress, microstructure and thus
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mechanical properties [78,79], the choice of laser power and environmental factors can
affect the denudation and spatter of powder particles [80]. As the number of build
conditions increase, the number of components required to arrive at optimal process
parameters also increases. Even though several process conditions are kept constant and
the number of variable build conditions is reduced, different process parameters need to be
developed for different geometries. Several studies have thus focused on using simulation
to suggest process parameters changes [81-83].
In-situ nondestructive evaluation can potentially be used for process parameter
development. It might be cost-effective to try several build conditions and geometries in a
single coupon by using nondestructive evaluation. Several in-situ monitoring approaches
have been published in literature with varying degrees of success [84]. For instance, melt
pool monitoring and spatter signature [85], X-ray imaging [86], in-situ metrology [87],
distortion and temperature measurement [88], eddy current [89], and ultrasonic NDE [9092] have been successfully demonstrated as potential in-situ monitoring tools. Of the
various methods, ultrasonic NDE is a cost-effective method for developing process
parameters for components with regular geometries ranging from cube shaped coupons to
thin walls.
Depending upon energy density, typical L-PBF process parameters can be subdivided into three zones according to Gong et al. [70]. Zone I parameters give rise to fully
dense components. Zone II consists of ‘over-melting parameters’ while Zone III consists
of ‘under-melting parameters’. Zone II and Zone III parameters generate defects, due to
excessive or insufficient energy input, respectively.
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Table 1.3 Build parameters used to manufacture Ti-6Al-4V components, Gong et al. [71].
Process constants are hatch spacing of 0.1 mm, layer thickness of 0.03 mm
Component set
Set-1
Optimum
(Zone I)
Set-1
Over-melting
(Zone II)

Set-1
under-melting
(Zone III)

Set-2
Zone I
Set-2
Zone II

Set-2
Zone III

Power [W]

Scan speed [mm/s]

RD [%]

E [GPa]

80

480

0.2

N/A

80

600

0.1

N/A

80

720

0.2

N/A

80

240

0.6

N/A

80

360

0.3

N/A

80

840

0.9

N/A

80

960

2.4

N/A

80

1080

3.9

N/A

80

1200

6.0

N/A

120

960

~ 0.1

109 (2.1)

120

400

~ 0.5

111 (1.4)

120

540

~ 1.0

109 (3.7)

120

1260

~ 1.0

95 (3.0)

120

1500

~ 5.0

84 (3.0)

Gong et al. [70] built two sets of components. Set-1 consists of only coupons built
at 80 W laser power and varying scan speed. Set-2 had both coupons and tensile bars in the
same L-PBF build. The Young’s modulus value that has been calculated by destructive
tensile tests was presented in Gong et al. [71]. An EOS M270 L-PBF system was utilized
for building 10 mm cube-shaped coupons using Grade 23 Raymor Ti-6Al-4V powder.
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Scanning speed and laser power were varied, with constant hatch spacing (0.1mm) and
layer thickness (0.03mm). Each specimen density was measured using the Archimedes’
method and then compared with the normal density of the Ti-6Al-4V material to estimate
porosity (RD). The scan speed, laser power, corresponding Archimedes’ porosity and
Young’s modulus of the two sets of components are shown in Table 1.3.
It is well known that ultrasonic parameters can be correlated to porosity. Slotwinski
and Garboczi showed that AM component porosity can be estimated through ultrasonic
NDE [101]. Wave velocity can be used to estimate the elastic stiffness coefficient
according to the equation
C11  ρc 2 ,

(1.2)

where C11 is the stiffness coefficient along the direction of wave propagation, ρ is the
material density and c is the longitudinal wave velocity. The wave velocity is calculated
through a Fourier domain cross-correlation between the input and output ultrasonic signals.
In pulse-echo mode, the phase delay of an ultrasonic signal is calculated as it travels twice
through the AM component. The thickness of the AM component is measured using digital
calipers, and the wave velocity and the stiffness coefficient are calculated. From the
stiffness coefficient, we can estimate the Young’s modulus (E) if we know the Poisson’s
ratio (υ) according to the formula,

E  C11

(1 υ)(1 2υ)
.
1 υ

(1.3)

L-PBF components can be anisotropic and thus have directionally-dependent
Poisson’s ratio based on process parameters. For the sake of comparing the NDE results
with destructive tests, we assume isotropic material with a constant Poisson’s ratio (υ =
0.33) regardless of the direction. We can then estimate the Young’s modulus from NDE
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henceforth referred to as the NDE modulus and its relation to porosity using the coupons
made with parameters presented in Table 1.3. Fig. 1.26a shows that as the porosity
decreases, the NDE modulus increases as expected. In Fig. 1.26b, the relationship between
the NDE modulus and the Young’s modulus from destructive tensile tests is presented.
a)

b)
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Figure 1.26 Modulus of AM components calculated by NDE in comparison to, a) The
Archimedes’ porosity (RD), b) the Young’s modulus obtained from tensile tests
The tensile test data involves 5 components of Ti-6Al-4V at each process parameter
setting thus giving a standard deviation. Further details regarding the mechanical testing
can be found in Gong et al. [71]. The NDE modulus is estimated from coupons made with
the same parameters manufactured within the same AM build. The NDE modulus follows
the same trend as the Young’s modulus. The components with high porosity have a lower
NDE modulus prediction compared to the Young’s modulus. The NDE modulus might be
more sensitive to larger porosity while it becomes less sensitive as we get closer to fully
dense components. The NDE modulus approximates the Young’s modulus since the shear
velocity in these coupons was not measured and the Poisson’s ratio was assumed.
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Nevertheless, the trends indicate that ultrasonic NDE can be used for porosity and elastic
modulus evaluation and thus has the potential to be used as an in-situ quality NDE tool.

1.5 Objectives and Dissertation Format
1.5.1

Objectives

1) To select a suitable ultrasonic NDE methodology for in-situ continuous monitoring
of UAM.
2) To design the in-situ monitoring sensor setup and install it in an industrial UAM
system.
3) To analyze results from in-situ continuous monitoring and identify the information
that can be extracted to develop process-structure-property correlations.
4) To develop a forward model which simulates the NDE sensor interaction with AM
components, and an inversion-model that can estimate bond-quality based on the
NDE sensor output.
5) To use the NDE results to understand the mechanism of defect formation and
evolution in UAM and thus suggest practical process improvements.
6) To test the NDE methodology developed on the Laser Powder Bed Fusion process
to study defect evolution and to improve the process.
7) To use in-situ and post-process NDE as a process parameter development tool for
metal Additive Manufacturing.
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1.5.2

Dissertation format
This dissertation is prepared using a multiple-paper format. Four papers are

composed to describe the research results, discussions and conclusions based on the
research goals and objectives mentioned from the previous section.
Chapter 2 is a conference paper published in Proceedings of 44th Annual Review of
Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation (2018). It explores the considerations
to design and install an in-situ monitoring ultrasonic NDE system on an UAM system.
Chapter 3 is a journal paper published in the NDT & E International (2018). It
demonstrates a model-based inversion methodology for UAM bond quality evaluation.
Chapter 4 is prepared as a journal paper to be submitted to Journal of Materials
Processing Technology. It explores how monitoring defect evolution in UAM could help
understand the process and thus propose practical solutions to improve it. A novel solidstate repair mechanism based on Friction Stir Processing (FSP) was proposed and
demonstrated.
Chapter 5 is prepared as a journal paper to be submitted to Additive Manufacturing.
It investigates the application of ultrasonic NDE to Laser Powder Bed Fusion as a process
parameter development tool.
Chapter 6 discusses major conclusions from this work and identified future work.
Related materials are contained in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGNING AN IN-SITU ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
SYSTEM FOR ULTRASONIC ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING 1

2.1 Introduction
UAM involves joining thin metal tapes using the principles of ultrasonic welding.
These tape layers are additively bonded followed by CNC machining to required
dimensions. The additive-subtractive nature combined with low heat processing gives
UAM unique capabilities such as completely enclosed internal cooling channels, metalmatrix composites, smart parts with embedded sensors, and bonding metallurgically
incompatible dissimilar metals [2, 16, 93, 94]. Fig. 2.1a shows a schematic of the UAM
bonding process [95]. The set of UAM layers are henceforth referred to as the UAM stack.
Bond formation by ultrasonic welding requires two conditions to be fulfilled, (i) the
generation of clean surfaces with no barrier layers at the atomic scale and (ii) direct contact
between these clean surfaces, which facilitates diffusion and hence a metallurgical bond.
Process parameters that affect bond quality in UAM are vibration amplitude, velocity of
bonding, and normal force assuming a frequency of 20 kHz. Out of these, the quality is

1

This chapter is a paper published in Proceedings of 44th Annual Progress in Qualitative Nondestructive

Evaluation (2018). All permissions to use this paper as a part of this dissertation are contained in the
Appendix.
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most sensitive to vibration amplitude. Higher energy density during UAM occurs with
higher vibration amplitude, normal force and lower velocity of bonding. Throughout this
chapter only the vibration amplitude is varied. Higher vibration amplitude leads to better
bond quality until an optimum, after which the excessive vibration induces delamination
on already bonded interfaces. One such interface that is prone to debonding is the
base/build interface. As shown in Fig. 2.1b, significant delamination is often observed after
layer build-up. The reason for this is argued to be due to the vibration of the UAM structure
as more layers are built.
With the right combination of input parameters, it is possible to arrive at dense,
defect-free UAM components. Since UAM is a contact vibration-based bonding
mechanism, the height and shape of the surface on which a new weld is made is important
in determining the weld quality. This implies that there is not a single set of ideal
parameters for a material—rather the parameters need to gradually change as the layers
build up. Having a feedback control mechanism may be the best way to achieve this. Since
UAM is a solid-state process during which the average temperatures are close to ambient,
ultrasonic NDE is an ideal candidate for a feedback control loop. While designing an insitu NDE monitoring system, it is important to consider the effect of introduction of the
NDE setup on the quality of UAM components.
In this chapter, we explore the iterative design that was utilized to setup a
continuous NDE monitoring system on a commercial UAM system. In the next section,
offline ultrasonic NDE of a UAM test components is presented. Further, the designs of
NDE monitoring setup from above and below the stack are discussed. An in-situ
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monitoring setup from below is developed that does not cause a change in UAM
component quality as evidenced by mechanical tests.
a)

a)
a)

b)

b)
b)

base/build interface
base/build interface

Figure 2.1 a) Schematic of the Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing process [95]

2.2 Offline NDE of UAM Components
Ultrasonic NDE is well suited for in-situ quality monitoring of UAM components
due to the low temperature processing and nature of defects. Typical defects in UAM are
classified as Type-1 (interlayer defects) and Type-2 (inter track defects). Ultrasonic NDE
is well suited to detect delamination and partially bonded regions within a component
(Type-1 defects). Type-2 defects are beyond the scope of this work. Test components made
of 150 μm foils of Al 6061 measuring 101.6 mm in length, 25. mm in width and 6 mm in
height were manufactured with varying vibration amplitudes, normal force of 5000 N, and
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bonding velocity of 85 mm/s. The base plate dimensions were 254 mm length, 203.2 mm
width and 12 mm height. These test components served as a reference set for this chapter.
a)
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Figure 2.2 . a) A-scan captured at the center of the UAM stack. b) Acoustic microscopy
C-scans gated at the base/build interface and top of the UAM stack
The vibration amplitude was changed between 28 and 36 μm to generate
components of varying quality. Three components with the same build parameters were
manufactured on each base plate separated by 19 mm edge to edge. Ultrasonic C-scans
were collected by immersing UAM components into a SONIX acoustic microscopy tank.
A-scan at the center of UAM component indicates the two distinct signals of interest,
namely the base/build interface and the top of the UAM stack as shown in Fig. 2.2a. A 5
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MHz delay line immersion transducer was then used to scan the bottom of the base as
shown in Fig. 2.2b. Both these signals can be gated to study the quality of UAM
components. The image obtained by gating the base/build interface is henceforth referred
to as the reflection image and that obtained by gating the signal from the top of the stack
is referred to as the transmission image. The base/build interface is of significance as it is
prone to recurring delamination with layer build-up. The signal from the top of the stack
represents the average quality of the whole component.
Fig. 2.3 shows the change in reflection image with varying vibration amplitudes
and thus varying quality. It can be observed that as the vibration amplitude increases, the
base/build delamination appears larger. The delamination starts at the edge of the
component and slowly spreads inward. In previous work [96], we have demonstrated that
at larger vibration amplitudes the base/build delamination results in failure at a relatively
lower number of layers as compared to lower vibration amplitudes. We also observe
significant delamination on components built away from the center of the base plate. The
delamination initiation zone also seems to be dependent on the vibration characteristics of
the base and the location of the component on it. The choice for vibration amplitude can
hence be divided into three zones, namely low, optimal and high. At low amplitude, there
is not enough energy to create a complete metallurgical bond. At high amplitude,
metallurgical bonds formed in earlier paths are prone to delamination subsequently. Fig.
2.3 also shows the change in the transmission image with varying vibration amplitudes.
Regions of delamination are clearly indicated in both the reflection and the transmission
images. However, the reflection image has a higher contrast value (%FSH) at delamination
in comparison to the transmission image. As the vibration amplitude increases, the %FSH
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of transmission image improves thus indicating better bonding. Hence, the challenge lies
in finding the optimal bonding parameters for a given geometry and material such that a
good metallurgical bond is formed while avoiding a base/build delamination.
Reflection Image

28 μm

28 μm

32 μm
34 μm
Increasing vibration amplitude [μm]

32 μm

34 μm

36 μm

36 μm

Transmission Image

Figure 2.3 Reflection and transmission images captured on UAM components of varying
build quality

2.3 In-situ NDE Setup
Designing an in-situ ultrasonic monitoring system can be done in two ways. Either
the quality can be monitored from above or below. Both these approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed below.
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2.3.1

Monitoring from above the stack
An in-situ monitoring setup was installed behind the weld head to measure the

quality of UAM layers after bonding (Fig. 2.4a). After each layer has been bonded, the
whole UAM stack along with the base were submerged in isopropyl alcohol, and an
immersion transducer was utilized to measure the quality of the UAM stack. Isopropyl was
used as a couplant since it does not affect the quality and is easy to clean up between layers.
The advantage of in-situ monitoring from above is that the quality of the entire component
could be measured and both Type-1 and Type-2 defects could be identified. Another
advantage is that the quality of the UAM component is not altered due to the introduction
of the NDE monitoring system. However, the disadvantages include a rough top surface
that restricts high frequency measurements and an intrusive method of operation that
interrupts the UAM process until the measurement is gathered. The surface rms roughness
of UAM components ranges from 7-20 μm, which leads to a significant attenuation of the
ultrasonic NDE waves going through the component. At 10

inspection, 1 μm rough

surface has an attenuation of 10 dB at the front surface [97]. Typically, the UAM process
is additive-subtractive and involves using a CNC mill to machine the surfaces to net shape.
In such an event, the advantages of monitoring from above outweigh the disadvantages.
However, within a commercial UAM system, an intrusive NDE monitoring setup is not
practical.

2.3.2

Monitoring from below the stack
Another method of in-situ monitoring has been implemented on a Laser Powder

Bed Fusion AM system [91] that involves using a contact ultrasonic transducer attached
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on the bottom of the base plate that is able to measure how the quality changes with layer
build up. A similar approach works with UAM where the base plate is raised by supports
and a contact transducer is attached to the bottom of the base. A schematic shown below
in Fig. 2.4b illustrates the setup. The primary advantage of this setup is that it is nonintrusive and does not require any changes to the UAM process itself. However, a
considerable disadvantage of this setup is that the quality of UAM components might
change due to the introduction of supports and the monitoring system itself. Another
disadvantage is the point measurement that limits the area of the component inspected. On
weighing the pros and cons, it is evident that monitoring from below is the more practical
approach, which could give insightful data into the quality of the component as it is being
built up.
a)

b)

Layer
thickness
0.150 mm

Sensor
UAM stack

Sonotrode

12 mm

Al 6061
Base

Supports

76 mm

Figure 2.4 a) In-situ monitoring from above. b) In-situ monitoring from below

2.3.3

Effect of monitoring system on UAM component quality
It is expected that the introduction of an NDE monitoring system influences UAM

component quality as the vibration characteristics of the base are changed. As shown
previously in Fig. 2.3, if the location of the component is closer to the edge, it is prone to
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delamination. The vibration characteristics of the base certainly affect the quality of the
UAM stack. To study the impact of the NDE monitoring system, an experiment was
designed with supports in the X and Y directions. A solid block of aluminum with the NDE
sensor fully enclosed was used as another test case as shown in Fig. 2.5. The dimensions
of the base plate on top were the same as those of the reference specimen presented
previously, and UAM components of the same dimensions were built at the center of the
plate.
Z

Z

X

X

Reference

Z

Z
Y

Y- supports

X- supports

X

Fully enclosed

Figure 2.5 Schematic of experiment to test the effect of in-situ NDE monitoring system
Components built in various configurations were immersed in the water tank of a
SONIX acoustic microscope, and C-scan images were captured. Reflection and
transmission images are presented beside each other in that order for each configuration
and amplitude in Fig. 2.6. In the reference components, with increasing vibration amplitude
the quality of both reflection and transmission images improve until the component starts
delaminating. Supports exclusively along the vibration direction (Y-direction) hinder the
vibration of the base so that more energy is transferred to the part itself, leading to early
delamination of the base/build interface and failure at higher vibration amplitudes. On the
other hand, supports exclusively along the bonding direction (X-direction) lead to less
energy transfer to the UAM stack, which leads to lower stack quality for the same vibration
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amplitude. The reason for delamination at 3 and 36 μm vibration amplitude in components
with X-support is not explained by the same logic, and external factors might be involved
in the failure. Thus, as seen in Fig. 2.6, having exclusive X or Y direction supports does
not provide an equivalent bond quality as compared to the base line. In contrast,
components built in the fully enclosed setup have similar quality in comparison to the
reference and also do not fail at larger amplitudes.

Figure 2.6 C-scan images of components built with various setup configurations
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2.3.4

Improved NDE setup and preliminary results
The proposed NDE setup embeds the entire ultrasonic transducer and wiring in a

large solid block of aluminum attached with a base plate on top. Thereafter, a UAM stack
is bonded layer-by-layer on top of the base plate. The solid block housing the ultrasonic
transducer consists of a hole at the center and an oil reservoir in which the transducer is
immersed, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The oil provides coupling between the transducer and the
base plate so that the quality of the UAM stack can be measured from the bottom of the
base plate. Previously [96], contact transducers were experimented with but due to the
vibration during UAM, coupling was lost with the base plate during manufacturing.
Evaluating the mechanical strength of the UAM components is often performed by pushpin testing [20, 98]. It involves pushing out a set of UAM layers in a three-point bend
configuration. Push-pin specimen and test specifications were derived from Wolcott et al.
2014 [98]. The mechanical test results are presented for all four configurations, namely: a)
base line with no transducer, b) bonding direction supports (X-direction), c) vibration
direction supports (Y-direction), and d) fully embedded transducer. Fig. 2.7. shows
mechanical test results which indicate that the quality of components built with a fully
embedded transducer are comparable to the reference. Components built using the Xsupport configuration have significantly lower quality for the same vibration amplitude.
Components built with Y-support configuration failed at 3 and 36 μm amplitudes, which
would be considered as optimal in our reference set. Push-pin test represents the strength
of a set of UAM layers and their resistance to delamination. Area under the loaddisplacement curves of the push-pin test has been used along with the slope and maximum
load values to characterize UAM components. Table 2.1 indicates the area under the load-
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displacement curves and shows that the fully enclosed set of components behave similarly
to that of the reference set with a small but consistent reduction in quality. This is expected
because the larger structure below would absorb part of the vibration that was intended to
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Figure 2.7 Push-pin test results for four configurations: a) reference, b) vibration
direction (Y- supports), c) bonding direction (X- supports), and d) fully enclosed
Preliminary results are presented from an in-situ monitoring experiment performed
on a commercial Fabrisonics R7200 UAM system. A 10 MHz immersion transducer was
used on a UA

stack comprised of thirty layers of 150 μm Al 6061 foils. The continuous

monitoring system utilizes a pulse repetition frequency of 2000 Hz. With the addition of
each layer, the signal from the top of the stack shifts to the right as it takes a longer time to
travel through a thicker stack as shown in Fig. 2.8a. The time of flight (TOF) of a gated
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windowed stack signal is studied at peak energy after Hilbert transformation. TOF is
calculated before, during and after bonding each layer. Fig. 2.8b shows a sharp change in
the TOF during bonding. It is reasoned that during welding, the TOF jumps and recovers
due to the brief presence of the weld head right on top of the stack. This jump can thus be
used as an indicator of the moment of bonding. Signals between layers can thus be used to
monitor layer-by-layer ultrasonic NDE information regarding quality of the UAM stack.
Velocity and attenuation can be studied along with backscatter to determine the quality of
the UAM components. The base/build interface can also be studied simultaneously to
provide indication of delamination.
Table 2.1 Area under load-displacement curves in kN-mm from push-pin tests
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Figure 2.8 a) A-scans collected after bonding number of layers

2.4 Conclusions and Future Work
Ultrasonic NDE has the potential to detect typical defects observed in UAM
components as evidenced through offline NDE results. One such defect of interest is the
base/build interface delamination that is dependent on UAM component geometry, base
plate geometry and even the location on base plate. Ultrasonic NDE is also a good tool to
measure average quality along the direction of layer build up, which is the direction having
the lowest modulus within a UAM component. In-situ ultrasonic NDE can be used to
quantify the bond quality of each layer including the base/build interface. Two possible
approaches of in-situ monitoring were proposed and tested, one from above the UAM stack
and the other from below the base plate. While monitoring from above has its advantages,
it is not the most practical method since it involves stopping the manufacturing process to
take a measurement. Monitoring from below, on the other hand, is a practical approach that
can be used for continuous online quality monitoring. The primary challenge lies in
ensuring that the addition of the in-situ monitoring system does not alter the quality of
UAM components. Supports are required to raise the base plate to accommodate the in61

situ monitoring system. Supports along the bonding and vibration directions were tested
and it was found that raising the base plate alters the quality of UAM components as
compared to the reference. Thus, a new set up was implemented wherein the ultrasonic
NDE sensor is entirely embedded in a large solid block of aluminum. The ultrasonic
transducer was also changed from contact to immersion mode to have stable continuous
monitoring even during manufacturing. Through mechanical testing, it was shown that the
quality of UAM components built on this set up was comparable to that of base line
components built with no transducer beneath them. The preliminary results from
continuous monitoring indicated a stark contrast in TOF measurements during the moment
of bonding. This phenomenon is due to the weld head passing over the top of the UAM
stack with a large normal force. TOF change can thus be utilized as an indication of
bonding and helps demarcate the interval between layers. The average of signals within the
interval is an A-scan representation measured at the center of the UAM component. Phase
velocity, group velocity, attenuation, and backscatter can thus be calculated after bonding
each new layer. In the future, modulation of signals from within the UAM component, such
as the base/build interface, can be studied during bonding. Furthermore, defects that are
identified by in-situ monitoring can potentially be repaired by milling off defective regions
and rebuilding them. Ultrasonic NDE can thus be utilized for online qualification, closedloop-control and offline certification of UAM components.
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CHAPTER 3
IN-SITU INTERFACIAL QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF ULTRASONIC ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING COMPONENTS USING ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE
EVALUATION 2

3.1 Introduction
Metal UAM is a layer-by-layer metal-based solid-state bonding process which is
commonly used in conjunction with a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) mill. In this
process, ultrasonic energy is utilized to create solid-state metallurgical bonding between a
thin foil and an existing flat substrate. CNC machining after depositing each layer is
performed to achieve required shapes and dimensions, enabling a freeform fabrication. The
additive-subtractive nature and the low-heat solid-state processing give the UAM process
certain unique capabilities such as completely enclosed internal cooling channels, smart
parts with embedded sensors, metal-matrix composites, and bonding metallurgically
incompatible dissimilar metals [2, 93]. UAM involves high-speed scrubbing between foils
to be joined. Several researchers have studied the mechanism of bonding both
experimentally as well as through simulation [16, 23, 94]. The bonding process is a
function of the three principal input parameters; force applied, velocity of bonding, and
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vibration amplitude. It has been shown to be dependent on surface roughness, temperature,
base plate characteristics, part geometry, and build height [6, 21, 27] among other factors.
Traditionally, UAM utilized an ultrasonic welder of 20 kHz frequency with maximum
power limit of 3 kW. Recent integration of higher power (up to 9 kW) ultrasonic welders
gave UAM the capability to weld more materials [6].
Bond formation by ultrasonic welding requires two conditions to be fulfilled, (i)
the generation of clean surfaces with no barrier layers at the atomic scale and (ii) a direct
contact between these clean surfaces which facilitates diffusion and hence a metallurgical
bond. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) studies [16, 23] have shown that between
any two foils the microstructure can be divided into upper bulk region, fine grained
interface region, and lower bulk region. The most common defects in UAM components
are classified as Type-1 defects which are delaminations between layers and Type-2 defects
which form between adjacent tracks that are out of the scope of this study. Type-1 defects
that can be seen via optical microscopy are gross delaminations and indicate process
parameters which are far away from optimal that would never be used in a typical industrial
setting.
Process parameter optimization within UAM has typically been performed
experimentally by varying the three input parameters until a satisfactory bond quality was
achieved according to the metric of Linear Weld Density (% of area that appears to be fully
bonded via optical microscopy). Some researchers [16] have found that %LWD is not a
good measure of the bond strength since it does not consider kissing bonds or tightly closed
regions. A better qualitative mechanism was suggested [94] based on a pull out tensile test
followed by measurement of the fractured surface to analyze the % bonded region. It was
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argued that there is a definite presence of tightly closed surfaces in UAM that cannot be
observed with an optical microscope, since only after tensile testing will these kissing
bonds be visible. It was further explored how there could be what appears to be complete
metallurgical bonding but on pull out tensile tests along the build direction the measured
UTS could be as low as 15% that of a solid wrought material [94]. The reasoning for the
same was argued to be the presence of micro-voids that form upon the application of a
small amount of stress. These voids predominantly occur at the interface and coalesce into
cracks leading to brittle fracture. Within the literature on bond strength measurement in
UAM, mechanical tests involved using lap shear, push-pin, and tensile tests [20, 26, 27]. It
is of primary interest to be able to identify those imperfect interfaces which are often
invisible even to a high-magnification optical microscope. UAM aluminum components
are essentially transversely isotropic due to the interface imperfections between the layers.
The strength along the other two directions was shown to be roughly equal to around 80%
the UTS of wrought material [94]. The quality of bonding at each interface determines the
overall component stiffness. Since UAM was developed for producing end-use functional
parts, it is beneficial to monitor the process online to enable closed loop control of the
process. While the strength of UAM components depends on the weakest interface where
failure occurs, it is beneficial to monitor the stiffness of each layer.
The existing online monitoring literature on UAM is primarily based on
temperature measurement [22]. Usually, an infrared (IR) camera is used to observe the
temperature of the just bonded foil during welding. The weld energy is calculated as a
function of the rise in temperature and correlated to the peel strength of the welds. Another
method to monitor temperature is to embed a K-type thermocouple between two UAM
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layers and bond on top of the same. A truly online monitoring approach has been
demonstrated with a photonic Doppler velocimeter measuring the phase and velocity of the
sonotrode, foil, and base [28]. This method has shown some promise in characterizing the
contrast between a good weld and a poor one but monitors only the just bonded foil. Online
in-situ monitoring of layer-by-layer manufacturing processes offers a unique advantage
which is to adjust the build parameters in real time to achieve closed loop process control.
Most fusion based AM processes form defects in the top few layers from the solidification
zone and hence monitoring the top surface is critical, leading to the use of optical
techniques such as IR imaging. But in the case of UAM parts, a layer might be fully bonded
initially but can form a delamination due to repeated cyclic loading several layers after it
has been bonded. This makes it crucial to have a monitoring process that goes through the
component. This, coupled with the lower temperatures in UAM, makes it an attractive
candidate for ultrasonic NDE.
Micro-voids, kissing bonds, and tightly closed interfaces produced by the UAM
process can be treated as interface imperfections. In a seminal paper, Baik and Thompson
described how the interaction of ultrasonic waves with an imperfect interface could be
modeled as a spring-mass system when the wavelength of ultrasound was large in
comparison to the size of the interface [38]. Nagy showed how imperfect interfaces in
similar and dissimilar inertial and friction welds could be characterized by ultrasound and
introduced a method to differentiate between different kinds of imperfect interfaces like
slip bonds, kissing bonds, and partial bonds based on their different normal-to-transverse
interfacial stiffness ratios [39, 40]. Several researchers have shown ultrasonic techniques
to be effective in classifying adhesive, diffusion and friction welded bonds [42, 43]. UAM
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components consist of a layered structure with several imperfect interfaces and each
interface is like diffusion bonded/friction welded interface. Hence, ultrasonic methods are
naturally the first choice as a potential NDE technique. There exist several efforts on using
NDE techniques to certify Additively Manufactured components [99, 100]. Many of them
are aimed towards powder bed fusion processes, and present different kinds of defects and
interface imperfects compared to UAM [101]. A similar NDE sensor setup has been
developed by Reider et al. for the laser melting AM process [91, 102].
The current study is aimed at developing a robust, sensitive ultrasonic NDE
technique that can be used for bond quality inversion of UAM components. For this
purpose, the most sensitive technological parameter, the vibration amplitude is varied, and
the quality of the resulting components is studied. In Sec. 3.2 preliminary results from an
in-situ online monitoring study are presented, followed by the results of a qualitative offline
NDE test conducted on a set of UAM components and a discussion of the effects of having
an NDE sensor during UAM component fabrication [96]. Sec. 3.3 discusses modeling of a
layered UAM component as a base plus stack (set of layered interfaces) such that each
interface between layers is modeled as a distributed spring. An analytical model for wave
propagation through UAM components is developed and verified through finite element
simulations in COMSOL. Further, due to the repeating nature of the system a Floquet wave
homogenization model is developed for phase velocity and impedance prediction. It is
shown that at least two independent variables, namely base/build interfacial stiffness ( η1 )
and average stack interfacial stiffness ( η ), are necessary to represent wave propagation
through UAM components. Sec. 3.4 presents an inversion algorithm determining
interfacial stiffnesses η1 and η from the measured ultrasonic signals. Correlation between
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experimentally measured mechanical strength versus ultrasonic velocity is established and
the sensitivity of the inversion model is studied. Three components with varying quality
were tested using the in-situ monitoring setup to demonstrate layer-by-layer inversion of
bond quality. Finally, in Sec. 3.5 conclusions are drawn from the obtained results and
directions for future work are suggested.

3.2 Experiment
Fig. 3.1 shows an in-situ monitoring setup that was designed to be used during the
UAM process. The base plate has been lifted by supports to accommodate an ultrasonic
transducer that is in contact with the base plate using high-temperature grease as couplant.
150 µm layers of annealed and heat-treated aluminum alloy Al 6061 H18 are bonded
directly on top of the Al 6061 T6 base plate. It is important to keep in mind industrial
applicability while designing a monitoring system that can be used during processing real
components. Several challenges were faced as the design was iterated and changed from
monitoring from above to monitoring from below the base plate. Choosing an appropriate
coupling medium was important along with the choice of having a thin layer vs. larger
volume of couplant. The adverse effects of introducing a transducer below the base plate
on stack quality have been studied though not presented in this work. Being aware of all
these parameters, the design was iterated to what is shown in Fig. 3.1. The dimensions of
base plate, transducer, supports and the UAM layers are indicated in the figure. To
nondestructively evaluate UAM parts it is necessary to build a set of components with
varying qualities and study the sensitivity of quality assessment. Of the three principal
technological parameters of the UAM process (weld force, weld speed, and vibration
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amplitude), it is well known that build quality is most sensitive to vibration amplitude
variations. A preliminary study was performed on a manual Fabrisonics R200 research
system on which the in-situ monitoring setup was installed such that ultrasonic data is
collected after bonding each layer. Six vibration amplitudes ranging from 25 to 35 µm were
used to build 45 layers at a weld force of 5000 N and weld speed of 70 mm/s.

i

p

12 mm

upp

Supports

Figure 3.1 In-situ monitoring of the UAM process with access from below
A broadband longitudinal contact transducer of 5 MHz nominal frequency was
driven using a JSR Ultrasonics DPR 500 remote pulser/receiver module. The data acquired
was sent into a 1.5 GHz 14-bit Acquisition Logic PCI digitizer for processing. A 500 V
pulse was used to drive the transducer with a damping of 50 Ω at a pulse repetition
frequency of 200 Hz. 16 such waveforms are collected and averaged to produce a single
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point A-scan after bonding of each layer. 16 waveforms were used for each point A-scan
to increase SNR. The processed raw data was then exported to and analyzed in MATLAB.
The average group delay due to adding each new layer was calculated with respect to the
reference captured on the base only (zero layers). Thus, the group delay calculated after
bonding j layers is due to all the layers from 1 to j. The total thickness of the UAM build
is measured using digital calipers and thus the average layer thickness is calculated. This
coupled with the group delay is used to calculate the average group velocity after bonding
each layer which is shown in Fig. 3.2. Here the group velocity at layer j refers to the average
velocity of ultrasound through layers 1 to j of the UAM component. When the signal
strength drops below a threshold, the data is not plotted in the figure. The most striking
feature that can be observed is that, after bonding the first two layers, the measured group
velocity drastically reduces and then recovers as more layers are added. Another feature
that stands out as new layers are added, is the velocity change which is not strictly
monotonic and seems to jump up and down. It is conjectured that both these effects can be
attributed to the interference of waves reflected from within the layered component to those
reflected from the top of the stack. After bonding j layers, the strongest ultrasonic signal is
the one reflected from the top of the jth layer, but there could be several weaker signals
which are reflected from layers 1 to j-1. Depending on the time delay between the strong
signal and each weaker signal, there could be a constructive or destructive interference.
This interference is expected to change both the amplitude and the velocity of the combined
wave.
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Figure 3.2 Average group velocity measured after bonding each layer
A decreasing trend was observed in the ultrasonic velocity after the initial recovery
in the builds made at higher vibration amplitudes, which could be attributed to the
increasing compliance of the UAM stack leading to lower transfer of power during welding
[103]. It was also observed that the difference between components can be broadly
distinguished through ultrasonic velocity. To correlate the nondestructive results to
mechanical strength, a push-pin test was performed. Dimensions for the push-pin test are
discussed in [20] and the test was performed on a universal tensile testing machine with a
three-point bend chuck. The specimens used in this test were of 45 layers in thickness and
the top 15 layers were pushed out. The area under the load-displacement curve until failure
is the mechanical work required to push through a set of UAM layers. Fig. 3.3a shows the
correlation between ultrasonic velocity and vibration amplitude. Fig. 3.3b shows the
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correlation between mechanical work and vibration amplitude. While these correlations
show that average ultrasonic velocity is a potential indicator of build quality, the features
observed from the in-situ monitoring preliminary study need to be further explained.
Industrial applicability of this method is of significance since the goal of this research is to
develop an in-situ monitoring system. The fact that the ultrasonic transducer is below the
base plate makes it an attractive candidate for not disturbing the manufacturing process.
The limitation of course is that when there are more complex shaped components, there
will be reflections from the geometry rather than from defects.
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Figure 3.3 a) Variation of ultrasonic group velocity with build amplitude after 45 layers,
b) mechanical work performed on pushing out 15 UAM layers and its variation with
build amplitude
To measure the diffraction loss through the intact material, a reference block
consisting of 7 steps was made with the lowest thickness equal to that of the base plate and
the highest thickness larger than 80 UAM layers. Using the same transducer, the frequency
amplitude spectrum was measured at different step thicknesses and a linear interpolation
was found to be a good approximation of the diffraction loss at any given thickness. Thus,
the appropriate reference spectrum was calculated for a given thickness of UAM stack plus
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base. Fig. 3.4a shows the average layer thickness measured after bonding 80 layers across
15 samples and shows a significant decrease as the vibration amplitude increases. This is
expected since larger vibration amplitudes at the same force lead to more plastic flow and
hence smaller thickness after consolidation. Fig. 3.4b shows the average ultrasonic group
velocity calculated across the 15 samples. As expected, the ultrasonic velocity increases
with vibration amplitude and the standard deviation across three samples is higher for lower
quality components.
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Figure 3.4 a) Average layer thickness, b) ultrasonic group velocity with varying UAM
vibration amplitudes
Preliminary experiments presented in (Sec. 1.4) showed the method to capture
ultrasonic A-scan response on UAM components. The measured waveforms were gated
and windowed at two locations namely the base/build interface and at the top of the UAM
stack. To effectively gate the signals of interest, the Hilbert transform of the waveform was
used to find the approximate center of the pulse. Instead of using a tapered window function,
the gate was initially chosen to be 5 cycles long on either side of the center and
subsequently the end position of the gate was chosen by moving it to the very next zero
crossing on either side. A rectangular window was used, and the resulting waveform
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padded on either side to reach a total number of sample points equal to a chosen power of
two for application of the fast Fourier transform. The padded waveform was then cut at the
center and the first half placed at the end of the second half to ensure that the variation of
the phase spectrum over the frequency range of interest is minimal. The resulting waveform
was then fast Fourier transformed and the frequency amplitude and phase spectrum are
calculated. By comparing the frequency amplitude spectrum taken at a given thickness to
the reference spectrum, it is possible to estimate the attenuation coefficient. By comparing
the phase shift with respect to the reference, the phase velocity is estimated. It is important
to note that the attenuation coefficient thus calculated includes the stack coupled with the
base/build interface and the base as compared to a solid material of the total thickness. It
does not thus represent the stack attenuation exactly. Rather, it is an average of the stack
attenuation coupled with the base/build attenuation. Fig. 3.5a and 3.5b show the frequency
amplitude and attenuation coefficient spectra respectively, for various vibration amplitudes.
The reduced transmission due to the presence of the base/build interface thus impacts the
attenuation coefficient observed in Fig. 3.5b. From the reference spectrum, it was observed
that the center frequency is closer to 4.5 MHz with the 6 dB cut-off frequencies found at
around 3.5 and 5.5 MHz, which indicates that the bandwidth of the transducer is
approximately 2 MHz. Within the lower quality components, the frequency amplitude
spectrum drops down at higher frequencies. Fig. 3.5c shows the phase velocity that appears
flat but, in some cases, has a small frequency dependent modulation. At the center
frequency, the average phase velocity is sensitive to changes in build quality. The reduction
in phase velocity and the drop in the frequency amplitude spectrum within lower quality
components is indicative of the fact that the interfaces between layers are imperfect and
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the higher the level of imperfection, the stronger this effect gets as the number of layers
increases. The fact that the higher frequencies are affected more than the lower frequencies
indicates that each interfacial layer acts like a low-pass filter. To explain the experimentally
observed phenomenon, it is necessary to model wave propagation in a layered structure
with imperfect interfaces between neighboring layers.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.5 Variation of ultrasonic parameters with UAM vibration amplitude: a)
frequency amplitude spectrum, b) attenuation coefficient, and c) phase velocity
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3.3 Finite Interfacial Stiffness Model
When a tensile load is applied to an elastic solid with an imperfect interface
containing cracks or voids, the far field displacement that would occur in the absence of
the imperfect interface will be increased by localized deformations. This extra extension
can be modeled as the response of two half-spaces connected by a layer of distributed
springs. The spring stiffness per unit area, the so-called interfacial stiffness, is a function
of the topography of the partially contacting surfaces [40]. If the ultrasonic wavelength is
large with respect to the contact separation at the interface, a set of modified boundary
conditions involving the normal interfacial stiffness

κ has been found to correctly predict

the frequency dependence of reflection and transmission. A 1D finite interfacial stiffness
model has proved to be a very useful tool in ultrasonic modeling of partially
bonded/contacting interfaces. A UAM component consists of a base plate followed by N
layers. The base/build interface is the first interface between the base and the very first
layer. Then, there are N asymmetric units each consisting of an imperfect interface
followed by a layer of thickness d as shown in Fig. 3.6a. The ultrasonic parameters of a
single foil have been measured to be around 6370 m/s which is very close to that of Al
6061- H18 base material. Even high-quality UAM components exhibit detectable elastic
anisotropy with transverse isotropy in the plane normal to the build direction. Interface
imperfections between the layers can be most conveniently characterized by measuring the
longitudinal ultrasonic wave velocity along the build direction. Hence the normal stiffness
in the direction of build height is critical that can be measured ultrasonically by inspecting
from below.
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Figure 3.6 a) Schematic of layered UAM structure with interfacial springs, b) the
longitudinal elastic modulus of a homogeneous structure with imperfect interfacial
springs with coefficient η (the IT model represents N = 50 layers)
The dimensionless parameter η characterizes the level of imperfection known as
the normalized interfacial stiffness coefficient.
η 

κd
2

ρ c0

,

(3.1)
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where ρ is the material density and c0 is the longitudinal velocity in the intact material.
For the purposes of this chapter we are working with Al 6061 T6 alloy and we use ρ = 2700
kg/m3 and c0  6400 m/s. The interface is considered to have negligible mass. When there
are no imperfections then η = ∞ which is in fact the boundary condition for a completely
rigid interface. Any finite value of η is an indication of the presence of an imperfect
interface. The stiffness coefficient η can be complex valued depending on the damping
factor included in the spring stiffness κ. As observed in Fig. 3.5, the attenuation through a
set of UAM layers can be significant at lower build vibration amplitudes. There is
experimental evidence suggesting that the attenuation is primarily caused by defects at the
interface. Thus, the spring stiffness can be defined as a complex value to model both the
change in phase as well as the attenuation at each interface. This is necessary because
otherwise the homogenized finite interfacial stiffness model cannot account for scattering
induced and other losses.

3.3.1

Impedance translation model
Rayleigh developed an impedance translation (IT) theorem for homogeneous fluid

layers which can be adapted to longitudinal wave propagation through a layered elastic
solid at normal incidence. The impedance translation theorem relates the specific acoustic
impedance at one side of a layer to that at the other. In this manner, one may apply the
theorem as many times as necessary to compute the specific acoustic impedance at any
interface in a layered media. This approach resembles the classical acoustic Transmission
Line Model (TLM) discussed by Kino [104] that is well suited to model acoustic
waveguides and is applicable for UAM components as well. These methods enable the
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modeling of wave propagation through a layered medium by translating the impedances
across each layer of the system [105, 106]. It provides a methodology to calculate the input
impedance and the reflection coefficient upon application of a loading impedance on a
layered structure. The UAM component can be divided into a set of repeating units each
having a layer of intact material with thickness d and an imperfect interface with a finite
interfacial stiffness κ.
Let us denote the input and loading impedances of the j th unit by Z input
and
j

Z load
, respectively. Then, according to the impedance translation theorem, the input
j
impedance of the intact layer in the j th unit is
Z layer
j

 Z0

Z load
cosh( ik0d )  Z 0 sinh( ik0d )
j
Z 0 cosh( ik0d )  Z load
sinh( ik0d )
j

,

(3.2)

where Z0  ρ c0 and k0   / c0 are the acoustic impedance and wave number in the intact
layer, respectively. The input impedance Z input
of the j th unit is calculated by
j
accounting for the added compliance of the j th imperfect interface
input
Z load

j 1  Z j

1
1
Z layer
j



iω
κj

,

(3.3)

where κ j is the interfacial stiffness between the j th and  j  1

th

layers. Since the end of

the stack is assumed to be free, the iteration starts with Z Nload  0 and iterates through
j = N, N - 1, … 1 using Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). Finally, the reflection coefficient of the
interface between the base and the stack can be calculated as follows
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R 

Z1input  Z base
Z1input  Z base

.

(3.4)

This reflection coefficient contains information regarding the phase and amplitude
variations due to impedance translation and can be used to calculate the phase velocity
dispersion across UAM components. To simplify the model, as a first approximation, all
the interfacial springs are assumed to have the same stiffness such κ j  κ for all interfaces
(j= 1, 2, … N). This assumption is justifiable since each layer is built using the same build
parameters. The IT model works in the frequency domain and the results are subsequently
converted into the time domain by inverse Fourier transform (IFFT). The output after IFFT
represents a pulse-echo measurement. The resultant waveform is then gated appropriately
as discussed in the previous section, thus leading to the calculation of both the phase and
group velocities.
To test the model, a component with 50 layers is chosen to have a sufficiently large
number of layers and the phase velocity is calculated. The η value alone is changed to
observe the reduction in modulus (calculated from phase velocity) due to the presence of
reduced

imperfect interfaces. The reduced elastic modulus C11

that is expected to be observed

in sufficiently large number of layers can be estimated as
1
Creduced



1
Clayer



1
,
η Clayer

(3.5)

where Clayer  C1intact
is the longitudinal elastic modulus of the intact material. The
1
reduced longitudinal velocity cd and acoustic impedance Z d of a stack of imperfectly
bonded layers can be calculated as
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cd  c0

η
η
and Z d  Z 0
,
1 η
1 η

(3.6)

respectively. In fact, the calculated modulus asymptotically approaches this value as the
number of layers is increased as shown by the results in Fig. 3.6b. The asymptotic modulus
was calculated directly from Eq. (3.5). In the case of the IT model the above described
iterative calculation was run through N = 50 layers to determine the longitudinal velocity
of the stack from the time of arrival of the reflected signal and then this velocity was used
to calculate the longitudinal elastic modulus using Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). This indicates the
potential for homogenization due to the repeating nature of the system. In experimental
signals though, there is not only a variation of η across a sample, but also attenuation and
dispersion at each interface. These issues are further dealt with while discussing the
inversion of η from experimental signals in Sec. 3.4.

3.3.2

Finite element model
To validate this impedance translation model, a COMSOL finite element (FE)

model was developed. Fig. 3.7 shows the 2D COMSOL model for a UAM component with
50 layers. The input excitation was chosen to be the same as in the impedance translation
model. Each interface was modeled as a massless spring, the boundaries on the sides are
chosen to be rollers and the meshing along the wave propagation direction, was chosen to
be much denser than the other direction to approximate a 1D model. Probes were
introduced at different locations along the model. The displacements at these selected
locations were monitored for various η values and a convergence study was performed by
increasing the mesh density and time steps. Appropriate values for the same were chosen
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to have a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and solution time. It was found that the IT
and the FE models are numerically equivalent.

UAM stack
Rollers

Layer 3
κ3

Layer 2

base/build
interface

κ2
Layer 1

κ1

Probe
Base

Transmitter

Figure 3.7 COMSOL FE model of a UAM component for modeling of ultrasonic NDE
It was found experimentally that the assumption that all the interfacial springs have
the same stiffness, was not sufficient and at least two independent stiffness values are
required to model UAM components, namely a common interfacial stiffness coefficient
η j  η within the stack (j = 2, 3, … N) and a separate one η1 for the base/build interfacial

stiffness coefficient (j = 1). The very first interface between the base and the stack is of
special significance since this interface is most prone to delamination and defects. Referred
to as the base/build interface, its quality needs to be studied independently. The IT model
was thus changed to accommodate the two parameters and the ultrasonic group velocity
was studied. The output from the IT model which is a simulated pulse-echo signal was used
for calculation of the group velocity as explained in Sec. 3.1, Fig. 3.8 shows the velocity
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change as layer build up occurs. Like the measured group velocity previously shown in
Fig. 3.2, the simulated ultrasonic group velocity also drops during the first few layers and
then recovers. Most notably, at layer two, there was a significant reduction in ultrasonic
velocity for all bond qualities. This effect can now be explained to occur because of the
interference of the base/build interface signal with that reflected from the top of the stack
both of which have the same polarity since they have been reflected from a high-to-low
impedance transition boundary. The reason this interference was destructive at the second
layer is because after two layers the total travel distance within Al 6061 is around 0.6 mm
which is close to half the wavelength at a center frequency of 5 MHz.

Figure 3.8 Simulated velocities for various η1, η values
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3.3.3

Floquet homogenization model
Due to the repeating nature of UAM components, after sufficiently large number

of layers, the stack should asymptotically approach a homogeneous structure. It is of
interest to calculate the impedance and phase velocity through a stack of N layers under
the assumption of it being a homogeneous structure. That could provide a quick method to
arrive at an average homogeneous quality parameter for a system composed of N imperfect
layers. Wave propagation through periodic anisotropic media has been well documented
[107, 108] especially for composite materials. To study guided wave propagation through
composites, Floquet analysis was used coupled with transfer matrix/stiffness matrix
methods to obtain dispersion curves at various thickness and incident angles. When
ultrasonic longitudinal waves are normally incident upon periodically layered composite
structures, there exist Floquet pass bands and stop bands at different frequencies. Above
the first stop band, the Floquet wave behavior is rather complicated, but below the first
stop band, the component can be assumed to be relatively homogeneous and only
moderately dispersive.
According to finite element predictions at η = 1 and layer thickness of d = 150 µm,
the first stop band occurs at a frequency of 12.3 MHz. At η = 1, the build quality is
considered poor since the average modulus drops to half that of the intact material. Hence
at 5 MHz, the components belonging to the range of interest should lie below the first stop
band, hence forming the basis for a Floquet wave homogenization approach. The periodic
structure of the stack can be considered as a composite material with a repeating ABA
configuration where A is the solid with half the layer thickness and B is the interfacial
spring as shown in Fig. 3.9. Starting from location 1, the stress amplitudes of the forward
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propagating A and reverse propagating A waves can be related to the velocity and
stress as follows
 1

 ν1 
 A 

 τ   M  A  , where M   Z 0
 1
 
 1

1 
Z0  .

1 

(3.7)

Here and in the following equations, vi and τi denote the complex particle velocity and
stress amplitudes, respectively, at the ith location (i = 1,2,3,4). At location 2, the particle
velocity and stress can be related to those at location 1 according to
 ik0d
 e 2
ν
 ν2 


1
1

 τ   NM  τ  , where N   Z 0
 2
 1
 ik0d 2
e

e

ik0d

2

Z0
e

ik0d
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.




(3.8)

Similarly, at location 3,

 ν3 
1  ν1 
1
,
where

PNM
P

τ 
τ 

 1
 3
0



iω 
κ .

1 

(3.9)

Finally, at location 4,
 ν4 
 ν1 
1
1
 τ   R  τ  , where R  NM PNM .
 4
 1

(3.10)

The Floquet periodicity condition requires that
 ν4 
iβd
τ   I e
 4

 ν1 
τ  ,
 1

(3.11)

where I denotes the identity matrix and β is the so-called Floquet wavenumber. If Eqs.
(3.10) and (3.11) are subtracted from each other, a homogeneous matrix equation results
for the velocity and stress amplitudes that has a non-trivial solution only when the
following determinant vanishes
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R  Ie

 iβd

 0.

(3.12)

Then, β can be calculated from Eq. (3.12) and the characteristic impedance of the Floquet
wave can be obtained as
Z Floquet 

ρω
.
β

(3.13)

1

2

3

/2

/2

Figure 3.9 Symmetric unit cell for Floquet wave homogenization
Within Eq. (3.9), the spring stiffness (κ) related to η appears which eventually leads
to the calculation of the Floquet homogeni ed impedance. That is, for any given η value, a
corresponding Floquet impedance can be calculated. In the case of UAM components, this
first estimate contains coupled information regarding both the base/build interface as well
as the stack. To validate the Floquet wave homogenization, a COMSOL model was used
with only the UA

stack at η = 10 and a constant total stack thickness of 10 mm. A probe
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on the top of the stack was used to measure the received vibration. In order to better
compare the transmitted waveform, the received waveform is shifted backward by the time
delay calculated from Eq. (3.6), that yields the non-dispersive or low frequency asymptote
of the phase velocity. This shifting helps us estimate the amount of dispersion by
comparing the received waveform to the transmitted one. The Floquet wave number was
used as a propagator on the transmitted waveform in the Fourier domain and an inverse
Fourier transform was used to calculate the received Floquet waveform. Several cases were
studied with different layer thicknesses and three of them presented in Fig. 3.10. Interfacial
stiffness coefficient η = 10 is chosen since it represents approximately 10% reduction in
the modulus and represent relatively good quality components. At low layer thickness and
large number of layers, there appears to be no dispersion because the stop band is far away
in frequency and the component is practically homogeneous. At layer thickness of 400 µm
some dispersion was observed and the Floquet method seems to accurately capture it. At
500 µm layer thickness, a clear dispersion was observed and the Floquet method closely
captures it with some amount of spectral distortion since the system approaches the stop
band at the upper end of the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform. If the periodic system
has not reached the first stop band within the bandwidth of the ultrasonic waveform used,
this kind of homogenization can be utilized to estimate the dispersive phase velocity and
impedance of the UAM stack. The forward problem of estimating the ultrasonic parameters
such as phase/group velocities through periodic UAM structures of varying qualities was
solved and validated using three different models (IT model, FE simulation, and Floquet
homogenization). It is important now to solve the inverse problem of assessing the quality
parameter (η) from experimentally obtained ultrasonic waveforms.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.10 Comparison between FE model and Floquet wave homogenization model for
a constant stack thickness and variable layer thickness at η = 10. (a) presented in the
same time scale (b), (c) and (d) signals shifted to compare dispersion with respect to the
transmitted signal

3.4 Inversion Model
Of all the imperfect interfaces in the UAM stack the base/build interface is a special
one. It forms the link between the stack and the base and often is most prone to
delamination with layer buildup. The reason for this is attributed to the fact that as the build
height increases, the stack vibrates along with the UAM head thus producing a stress
concentration at the base/build interface making it the weakest link in the chain. Often the
discussion regarding the quality of base/build interface in the literature was limited to
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whether the UAM stack has completely delaminated from the base. Measuring and
potentially being able to control the quality of the base/build interface would create several
applications where UAM can be used for repair or building on top of existing structures.

3.4.1

Analytical inversion model
Inversion of the bond quality of an imperfect interface between two media with

impedance Z1 and Z 2 was studied by several researchers for a variety of applications most
prominently in rough surface contact, friction welded/diffusion bonded joints [43, 47] and
adhesively bonded joints [39, 42]. Baik and Thompson [38] discussed the finite interfacial
stiffness model and calculation of reflection and transmission coefficients from an
embedded imperfect interface. According to the finite interfacial stiffness approximation,
i.e., without interfacial inertia effects, the displacement reflection coefficient would be
Z 0  Z stack i ω Z p

Z 0  Z stack
2 κ1
R 
,
i ω Zp
1
2 κ1

(3.14)

Z 0 and Zstack are the acoustic impedances of the base and the stack, respectively, ω is the
angular frequency, κ1 is the normal interfacial stiffness, and Z p is a combination of the
two acoustic impedances
Zp 

2 Z 0 Zstack
Z 0  Zstack

.

(3.15)

The reflection coefficient R is calculated from an echo signal that has interacted with the
base/build interface in a single action of reflection. The displacement amplitudes of all
waves are measured in the incident coordinate system, therefore the reflection coefficient
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from a traction-free surface is unity, i.e., positive, therefore there is no need for
normalization. The reflection coefficient at the base/build interface can be re-written as
follows
R0  y

R 

,

1 y

(3.16)

where R0 is the reflection coefficient from the perfectly bounded base/build interface
Z 0  Zstack

R0 

(3.17)

Z 0  Zstack

and y is the normalized complex inspection frequency
y 

i ω Zp
2 κ1

.

(3.18)

As a first approximation, the stack was assumed to be perfectly built (η → ∞), therefore

Zstack is real and frequency independent, though possibly different from Z 0 , therefore
R0 is also real. The normalized frequency y is determined from the reflection using Eq.
(3.16)
y



R  R0
1 R

.

(3.19)

The corresponding complex interfacial stiffness estimate is
κ estimate 

iωZ 1  R
2 R  R0

.

(3.20)

Eq. (3.20) is used to estimate the base/build interfacial stiffness ( η1 ). This whole
methodology depends on estimating the UAM stack impedance ( Zstack ) in a reliable way.
The first approximation for Zstack could be given by Eq. (3.6) assuming a nondispersive
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reduced impedance. A simulation study was conducted with varying levels of η1 and η
ranging from 1 to 100 that calculated the expected output waveform as measured in pulseecho mode of operation with a 5 MHz broadband transducer. The respective waveforms
were gated appropriately. The reflection and transmission coefficients were used to
calculate η1 . It was found that the nondispersive approximation is lacking and is unable to
predict η1 especially when the stack is of lower quality (η < 5). Indeed, this is expected
since the UAM stack behaves differently at different frequencies, but when the stack
quality is high (η > 10) it is practically nondispersive at 5 MHz center frequency. A better
approximation for a dispersive UAM stack is given by Eq. (3.13) which uses Floquet wave
homogenization. It was found that the dispersive approximation works well to estimate η1
when η is already known. This forms the basis for the proposed inversion methodology
and the problem now becomes one of estimating η from measured ultrasonic signatures on
UAM components.
Ultrasonic parameters that can be readily measured experimentally include phase
velocity and attenuation. After correcting for diffraction loss, significant amount of
attenuation was observed in UAM components. Under the influence of ultrasonic vibration,
the modulus of the UAM stack is better represented with a complex dynamic modulus
Cstack having both real and imaginary components that represent the storage and loss

moduli, respectively. A complex stack modulus leads to a complex value of interfacial
stiffness (κ) and thus a complex quality parameter (η). After some tedious algebra, the
complex stack impedance can be estimated as
Cstack  ρcp2  1  2iψ  .

(3.21)
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where ψ is a dimensionless real quantity representing the ratio between the imaginary (ci )
and real (cr ) parts of the phase velocity. It can also be related to experimentally measured
attenuation ( α ) and phase velocity ( cp ) as
α cp
ω



ci
ψ .
cr

(3.22)

Thus, the dynamic modulus of the UAM stack can be estimated from experimentally
measured phase velocity and attenuation. The modulus of the UAM stack can be thought
of as the combination of the set of imperfectly bonded layers one on top of the other. Hence,
for a component of N layers and one base/build interface the modulus can be estimated as
N
Cstack



1 1
1
1 
N
.




d  κ1 κ 2
κ N  Clayer

(3.23)

Since the first interface is deemed different than the rest, we can rewrite the above equation
as
N
Cstack



1
N -1
N
.


η1 Clayer η Clayer Clayer

(3.24)

For a large enough number of layers, when the system is close to homogeneous the first
guess of η is

η 

Cstack
.
Clayer  Cstack

(3.25)

Thus, the stack quality parameter can be divided into real ( ηr ) and imaginary ( ηi ) parts
with both terms being frequency dependent. It is important to note that this was just the
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first estimate since it also includes the effects of the base/build interfacial stiffness. The
proposed inversion algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. From the first guess of stack
interfacial stiffness the dispersive and attenuative complex stack impedance Zstack can be
calculated according to Eq. (3.13). Using this and Eqs. (3.14-3.20) the first estimate of η1
is obtained. Then, using Eq. (3.2 ) η can be recalculated and the recursive loop run until
convergence is reached. In simulation studies, the convergence was typically obtained in
2-3 loops and the predicted values of η1 and η were within 1

of the input values for

simulation. The inversion methodology was shown to work well and can quickly calculate
the two important quality parameters namely the average stack and the base/build
interfacial stiffness coefficients.

ηupdated

cp

First guess

α

η

Inversion

Dispersive

η1

Zstack

Converges

No

Figure 3.11 Schematic of inversion model to calculate η1, η
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Simulated waveforms are idealized cases while the waveforms from real
components are often corrupted by material noise as well as changes in quality within the
component. To study the sensitivity of this inversion method, another simulation study was
conducted but this time a random variation of up to +/- 25% is added to the interfacial
stiffness of each of the stack layers while the stiffness of the base/build interface was kept
constant. It is important to calculate the sensitivity parameter (S) of the inversion technique
which can be defined as
S

ηs
ηs  ηinv

,

(3.26)

where ηs is the input for the simulation and ηinv is the output inverted coefficient.
Sensitivity parameter determines the region where the inversion works best. It was
observed that the sensitivity parameter of measurement for η1 is better than that for η. This
was expected since average random variation across several layers of the stack lead to a
similar average complex stack impedance thus the error in estimation of η1 is significantly
smaller. The average sensitivity of η as shown in Fig. 3.12 indicates that the inversion
methodology is robust when the quality of the component lies between fair, good qualities
while the sensitivity decreases when the quality of the component is very poor or very
good. This indicates that not only is the inversion robust when necessary, ultrasonic NDE
is well suited for measurement of UAM component quality.
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Figure 3.12 Sensitivity of the inversion model. The 5% line indicates a level of sensitivity
parameter (S) which gives greater than 95% confidence on the inversion. For S above the
dotted line, the inversion methodology can be considered sensitive and robust

3.4.2

Inverted experimental results
Application of model-based inversion on experimentally obtained signals involves

the following steps. Firstly, as it was mentioned in Sec. 3.1, two reference waveforms need
to be established, one for the base thickness and the other for the stack thickness. For this
purpose, a set of staircase steps were machined on an Al 6061 block ranging from a
thickness of 12 mm to 24 mm with 2 mm gradation between each pair. The base plate
thickness was typically around 12 mm and the stack thickness not more than that of the
base. The steps were measured using the same 5 MHz ultrasonic transducer in a similar
experimental setup and the diffraction loss coupled with material attenuation was
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measured. Seven reference waveforms were collected on the steps that were used to
measure the combined diffraction and scattering loss of the signal. The attenuation through
12 mm of solid Al 6061 was assumed to be negligible for all practical purposes. The Fourier
spectrum of these reference waveforms was plotted and a linear interpolation in the Fourier
domain was carried out between the spectrum of the 12 mm and 24 mm steps. It was found
that all the gradations in between could be well approximated using such an interpolation.
This methodology was used to estimate the base and stack reference waveforms. Secondly,
the base/build interface and the stack waveforms need to be determined by appropriately
gating the received signals. Gating the base/build interface signal was self-evident since it
always appears at a certain time, but the same cannot be said about the reflection from the
end of the stack. Using Hilbert transform, the half energy point of the stack waveform was
evaluated and the gate constructed to be m cycles to the left and right of the half energy
point where m depends on the number of cycles of the input signal.
The results of inversion from a set of 5 UAM samples with different vibration
amplitudes is shown in Fig. 3.13. In Fig. 3.13a we see the real part and in 14b the imaginary
part of the interfacial stiffness. It can be observed that the lower vibration amplitudes have
both a weaker first interface (lower η1 ) as well as weaker stack (lower η) whereas higher
vibration amplitudes have both higher η1 and higher η. The imaginary parts seen in Fig.
3.13b are much smaller than the real parts seen in Fig. 3.13a. This is because the complex
stack impedance has a much smaller imaginary component. Thus, physically it represents
a small viscoelastic response of the layered UAM stack.
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Figure 3.13 Inversion of η, η1 after bonding 80 layers (a) real part, (b) imaginary part
It is important to note that these results are not representative of the entire 100 mmlong build and focus primarily on the best bonded regions in each sample. In this regard, it
becomes obvious why η1 and η seem to follow similar trends whereas upon closer
examination of the acoustic microscopy images it becomes evident that larger vibration
amplitudes can cause base/build interface delaminations starting from the edges. Using the
calculated η of the UA

stack, Floquet wave homogenization can be used to estimate the

homogeneous phase velocity for the calculated level of imperfection. Fig. 3.14 shows the
experimentally obtained phase velocity plotted in solid line and the homogenized phase
velocity plotted with markers. The average interfacial stiffness coefficient η calculated
from inversion of the experimental signals, when used within the Floquet wave
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homogenization, accurately predicts experimental phase velocities. After 80 layers,
considering that the calculated η is an average, it is expected that the component will appear
to be homogeneous. Clearly, the inversion model as well as the Floquet wave homogenized
model exhibit considerable predictive power in estimating the quality of UAM
components, especially after many UAM layers.

Figure 3.14 Floquet wave velocity calculated from inversion as compared to
experimentally measured phase velocities. Markers represent Floquet velocities and solid
lines represent experimental velocities
To test the capabilities of the inversion methodology, three components were built
while performing layer-by-layer ultrasonic monitoring. Build parameters for the
components were chosen such that they fall under fair, good, and best quality. Ultrasonic
signals were collected continuously with an internal trigger at a repetition frequency of 4
kHz. During the bonding process, the ultrasonic signals are distorted due to intensive
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vibrations. Signals acquired between layers were averaged to obtain the ultrasonic response
of the layered UAM component. The inversion methodology was applied to calculate the
stack interfacial stiffness. During the first twenty layers, there is an interference between
the base/build echo and that from the top of the stack. Hence the results presented in Fig.
3.15 are from layer 20 onwards. It can be observed that the interfacial stiffness quality
parameter oscillates with layer build up while at the same time is sensitive to build quality
variations. The oscillations can be attributed to the defects within the stack, as each data
point is an average of all the layers until that point. Similar behavior has also been observed
in composite multilayer structures [105]. Lot of information is embedded in the layer-bylayer ultrasonic response with significant temporal resolution. By triggering the signals
appropriately, it is possible to also analyze the quality of the component during bonding,
though that is out of the scope of this chapter.

Figure 3.15 In-situ layer-by-layer inversion of bond quality
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3.5 Conclusion
Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) is a promising solid-state additive layer
technology with a few key problems that need to be addressed. First, the limit on building
large heights due to base/build interface delamination. Second, the reduction in individual
layer bond quality with layer build up. Third, inconsistent bond quality among components
manufactured with the same set of technological parameters. Fourth, the reliability of
existing mechanical testing methods. Fifth, the existence of tightly closed kissing bonds
which are often invisible under optical examination. To solve these issues an ultrasonic
nondestructive test is designed to be used in-situ during and after processing each UAM
layer.
To understand how ultrasonic waves, interact with UAM component with layer
build up, a wave propagation model was developed with each UAM interface being
modeled as a massless interfacial spring with finite stiffness. The model was validated
using Finite Element simulations. It was found experimentally that one interfacial stiffness
was not sufficient to accurately model the observed phenomenon and hence two
independent parameters ( η1 and η ) were utilized. Switching to a two-parameter model,
experimentally observed artifacts caused by interference between pulses could be
accurately simulated. Due to the periodic nature of the structure, homogenization was
attempted. It was found that Floquet wave homogenization best represents the
homogeneous equivalent of the UAM stack.
Quantitative assessment of the interfacial stiffness of the imperfect interfaces
between neighboring layers is required if the NDE feedback were to be used for predictive
and control purposes. A two-parameter inversion algorithm was developed which centers
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on calculating the base/build interfacial stiffness coefficient ( η1 ) if the average stack
interfacial stiffness coefficient (η) is known. Using experimentally obtained phase velocity
and attenuation curves, a frequency dependent η value was arrived at. At the same time,
the corresponding stack impedance was estimated using Floquet wave homogenization.
Both η and η1 can be recursively calculated and updated until convergence is reached.
Sensitivity analysis on the inversion scheme indicates that the proposed ultrasonic NDE
technique is most sensitive between average and very good quality builds with the
sensitivity parameter dropping off at both extremes which indicates that the technique is
robust where necessary.
The objectives of developing this methodology are two-fold. First, to evaluate
components offline and acquire average quality information to be used for post-process
NDE. Second, to estimate what information can be gathered in-situ for online monitoring
with the goal of developing a tool that can be used within the manufacturing process.
Compared to other in-situ monitoring techniques applied to the UAM process in literature,
we found that the ultrasonic monitoring technique has the advantage of being able to
measure the modulus of the material and the quality of each interface.
The predictive power of both the Floquet wave homogenization and the inversion
algorithm were shown by correctly estimating the experimentally obtained phase velocity
from the average interfacial stiffness coefficient (η) of the stack. Preliminary online in-situ
monitoring results indicated the sensitivity of layer-by-layer ultrasonic monitoring. The
results of this work pave the way for the development of an online in-situ ultrasonic NDE
monitoring system. Even if ultrasonic NDE might not be utilized online for more complexshaped components, this work provides a framework for quantifying the NDE results.
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Monitoring the evolution of bond quality not only inside the stack but also at the base/build
interface would help prevent delaminations and improve the reliability of the UAM process.
NDE of the base/build interface quality requires further extension of the work presented in
this chapter and will be discussed in Chapter 4 of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 4
MONITORING AND REPAIR OF DEFECTS IN ULTRASONIC ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING 3

4.1 Introduction
Metal Ultrasonic Additive manufacturing (UAM) is a layer-by-layer metal solidstate bonding process which is commonly used in conjunction with a Computer Numerical
Control (CNC) mill. A 20 kHz ultrasonic horn or sonotrode vibrates at amplitudes varying
from 10 to 50 μm. A high normal force is applied to facilitate solid-state ultrasonic welding
of thin metal foils on a base substrate. UAM can produce functional components with
embedded optical sensors or electronics, parts with fully enclosed internal cooling channels
or heat exchangers, parts in multi-materials or composites [2, 4, 109, 110, 111, 112]. The
quality of UAM parts is dependent on several factors including process parameters
(amplitude of vibration, clamping force, welding speed, and substrate temperature), surface
condition of the foil, substrate, and sonotrode, geometry of the build [6, 21].
UAM can produce good quality functional components but these components are
sometimes prone to defects and delamination typical to UAM. Several studies focus on
developing optimal process parameters for UAM and then eliminating defects through
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post-weld treatments [11, 23, 27, 94, 103, 113, 114, 115, 116]. To form a good bond, there
must be enough power input into the ultrasonic weld while at the same time ensuring that
already bonded interfaces are not pulled apart due to excessive vibration or power input
[103]. Defects in UAM are labeled as Type-1 for inter-layer defects and Type-2 for intertrack defects [4, 115]. While most of UAM literature is focused on reducing Type-1 defects,
fewer studies focus on Type-2 defects. It is useful to classify Type-1 defects into two
subgroups, Type-1a for base/build delamination and Type-1b for defects within the stack.
Nadimpalli et al. [96] found that this distinction is important because the base/build
interface is prone to delamination. In fact, this is one of the limiting factors while building
components with height–to-width ratio > 2 [11, 116]. Since UAM part quality is geometry
dependent, the optimal build parameters need to be changed with build height. Hehr et al.
[103] reported on the effects of build compliance on bond quality and suggested power
compensation. While this works for Type-1b defects, it might exacerbate Type-1a defects
and doesn’t address Type-2 defects. It is important to consider Type-1a defects since the
base could also form a part of the final UAM component.
The low process temperatures in UAM allow for monitoring of Type-1 defects
during part fabrication using ultrasonic NDE techniques [96, 117, 118]. Further, Type-I
defects are characteristically planar and ultrasonic NDE is well-suited for such defects. In
previous work Nadimpalli et al. [117, 118] has designed an in-situ monitoring setup with
a fully enclosed high frequency (5-10 MHz) NDE transducer below the base substrate.
Preliminary results indicated that Type-1a defects are common even if they are not
physically visible to the naked eye since the UAM component is strongly bonded to the
base but parts of it are delaminated at the base/build interface. An interfacial spring model-
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based inversion technique was proposed which considers each UAM interface to be acting
like a spring under ultrasonic NDE vibrations. There is ample evidence that suggests the
modeling of UAM components as imperfect interfaces [38, 40, 47]. The stiffness of such
interface layers can be measured in-situ layer-by-layer and can provide a quantitative
evaluation of UAM interfaces. Offline ultrasonic NDE can also be used to calculate the
elastic constants of UAM components and image internal features such as Type-1a defects
[26]. NDE studies need to be backed up with destructive correlation which can be achieved
through the means of a push-pin test proposed by Zhang et al. [20]. Other mechanical tests
such as lap-shear and tensile have been shown to be correlated to area under push-pin loaddisplacement curves which represents the work done in extruding 10-15 UAM layers in a
3-point bend configuration.
Both Type-1 and Type-2 defects in UAM components need to be eliminated either
through improving the process or healed after manufacturing, so that UAM components
can be used for structural applications [94,114]. Post-process heat treatment of UAM
components was shown to be effective in increasing bond quality and reducing Type-1
defects, but heat treatment can’t fix Type-2 defects. Due to the variability in processing
conditions that affect bond quality, it is imperative to develop a methodology to heal/repair
the typical defects in UAM. Given that the primary advantage of UAM is solid-state
processing, it is meaningful to consider only solid-state techniques for repair of defects in
UAM parts. Several other friction-based solid-state additive manufacturing techniques like
friction deposition [119], friction lap-seam welding [120] and Friction Stir Additive
Manufacturing (FSAM) [121, 122] have been proposed and demonstrated for various
materials. All these methods involve a layer-by-layer manufacturing or joining of material
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to near-net shape and have been suggested for making larger size components compared to
UAM. Out of the existing friction-based solid-state processes, FSAM, which is essentially
layer-by-layer Friction Stir Welding (FSW), appears to be most promising. Mishra et al.
[123] proposed Friction Stir Processing (FSP) as a solid-state tool for improving the
microstructural characteristics of materials. FSP has been demonstrated for creating fine
grain microstructure, surface and bulk composites, in-situ multi-material synthesis and for
healing crack and surface defects. In Sec. 4.2 of this chapter, we present the mechanism
for Type-1a (base/build interface) delamination and propagation along with a qualitative
nondestructive evaluation of Type-1 defects using both in-situ and offline ultrasonic NDE.
In Sec. 4.3, we propose Friction Stir Processing as a novel repair tool to completely heal
both Type-1a and Type-2 defects. Type-1a defects are necessarily healed after UAM
processing while Type-2 defects can be healed in-situ. We thus propose for the first time
an integrated solid-state process with UAM as the primary bonding mechanism and FSP
as a repair and refinement tool.

4.2 Monitoring Evolution of Defects in UAM
4.2.1

In-situ and offline ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation
Two possible approaches of in-situ monitoring were previously proposed and tested

[96, 117, 118], one from above the UAM stack and the other from below the base plate.
Monitoring from below was found to be a practical approach which can be used for
continuous online quality monitoring. The primary challenge was to ensure that the
addition of the in-situ monitoring system does not alter the quality of UAM components.
Supports were required to raise the base plate to accommodate the in-situ monitoring
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system. Supports along the bonding and vibration directions were tested and it was found
that raising the base plate alters the quality of UAM components as compared to the
reference. Thus, a new set up was implemented wherein the ultrasonic NDE sensor was
entirely embedded in a large solid block of aluminum as shown in Fig. 4.1. The sensor was
changed from contact mode to immersion so that the vibrations produced during UAM
processing do not affect the coupling. High temperature lubricant oil was chosen as the
coupling agent since it is stable up to 500 °C. Through mechanical testing, it was shown
previously that the quality of UAM components built on this set up were comparable to
that of reference components built with no transducer beneath them.

a)

b)
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Z

Sonotrode
Y

X

Build
Base

Transducer

1

il

Cables to
computer
Figure 4.1 In-situ monitoring ultrasonic NDE setup with fully embedded sensor a) front
view, b) side view
Using the optimized in-situ sensor setup, UAM components were built with 30
layers of Al 6061- 18 foils (150 μm thick) on an Al 6061 base plate. Using 5000 N normal
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force, 85 mm/s welding speed and 100 °C baseplate preheating, six test components were
made by varying the amplitude of sonotrode vibration in the range of 30 to 37 μm. The
UAM experiments were conducted on Soniclayer R7200 system located at Fabrisonic. The
in-situ NDE sensor was a 10 MHz, 6 mm unfocused delay line immersion probe. In-situ
continuous monitoring was performed so that information was captured throughout the
bonding process. In an earlier work, Nadimpalli et al. [117, 118] observed that high
frequency noise corrupts the NDE response during UAM, which creates both an amplitude
modulation and a phase shift in the signal. The bonding time for a 100 mm long single
track is around 1.2 seconds with a dwell time of 70 ms in the central 6 mm section that is
illuminated by 10 MHz ultrasound. With a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 20 kHz,
1400 waveforms are collected and saved in this time interval. The amplitude and frequency
modulation of the NDE sensor (10 MHz) by the ultrasonic horn (20 kHz) are beyond the
scope of this current chapter. The vibration amplitudes produced by the NDE sensor are in
the sub-nanometer scale and wouldn’t conceivably affect the UA

bond quality. Since we

are continuously monitoring, we can focus on the interval after UAM bonding before a
new layer begins during which time the NDE sensor is able to measure the UAM
component with no interference. During this time, the UAM system snips the tape and
prepares for the next layer with the whole process taking around 10 seconds. Capturing the
data after each layer of UAM bonding provides information about the evolution of quality
with layer build up. Fig. 4.2 shows two components of vibration amplitude 36 and 37 μm.
The lower amplitude (black) has good bonding and the higher amplitude (red) has a
delamination at the base/build interface. The ultrasound first travels through the oil
followed by the base. It then hits the base/build interface which might have a reflection
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depending on the quality. The transmitted ultrasound travels through the UAM stack and
gets reflected from the top layer. The reverberations at the start of the oil buffer are edited
out so that the features of interest can be focused on. To compare the signals from two
components, the reflection from the oil/base interface is used to line up the signals so that
the time delay can be compared.

nly base

ood bond (36 μm)

Delamination (37 μm)

ayer 17

ayer 30
10

base/build
interface

UA
stack

Figure 4.2 In-situ monitoring after bonding each UAM layer for two components of
varying quality. The reverberation from the oil buffer was cut out from the signals, so
that the features of interest can be better represented
With increasing layer number, the signal appearing from the top of the UAM stack
appears after a time delay due to the addition of extra propagating distance. In the
delaminated component, from the 17th layer an indication for base/build interface
delamination appears that grows stronger. At the same time, there is also propagation
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through the base/build interface evidenced by the signal from the top of the stack. To
extract bond quality information from the experimental signals, it is important to model
wave propagation through UAM components. Modeling the experimentally observed
phenomenon requires a distinction between the base/build interface and the rest of the stack.
A framework for modeling wave propagation through UAM components has been
presented in Nadimpalli et al. [117]. UAM components have a clear distinction between
bulk foil layer and a small interface layer where bonding occurs. Thus, a wave propagation
model was developed with each UAM interface acting as a massless interfacial spring with
finite stiffness as shown in Fig. 4.3. The interfacial stiffness (κ) represents the quality of
the interface layer and is defined as the ratio of the stress to the interface crack opening
displacement. It is normalized according to κ = ηC11/ d, where η is an interfacial stiffness
coefficient, C11 is the elastic stiffness modulus of the layer material, and d is the layer
thickness. The interfacial stiffness coefficient (η) is a normali ed, dimensionless
coefficient which represents the quality of an imperfect layer.

κ1

Layer N
N

Layer 2

Base

Layer 1

base/build
interface

κ2

κ NκN

Figure 4.3 Schematic of UAM interfaces as finite stiffness springs [117]
A zero-stiffness layer indicates a free surface and an infinite-stiffness layer
indicates a rigid boundary. Two interfacial stiffnesses κ1, κ represent the base/build
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interface and the average stiffness of each layer in the UAM stack respectively. A layer
thickness (d) of 150 μm is considered so that the stiffness values can be compared to those
of a single UAM layer. The interfacial spring stiffness has been used extensively in NDE
literature as a measure of quality of imperfect interfaces. A model-based inversion
methodology was presented in Nadimpalli et al. which details the extraction of stiffness
values from in-situ ultrasonic signals [117]. Fig. 4.4 shows the two independent stiffness
values κ1, κ for the six components.

a)

Base/build interface

b)

UA

stack

Delamination

Figure 4.4 Interfacial stiffness values of components with varying quality a) base/build
interface, b) average of UAM stack
As the vibration amplitude increases, the stack stiffness increases until 36 μm and
then decreases. The base/build interface stiffness on the other hand decreases with
increasing amplitude. The component with 37 μm amplitude shows a stark reduction in the
base/build interface stiffness from layer 17 onward as seen from the raw signals data
presented in Fig. 4.2. UAM literature widely agrees that the optimal UAM bonding
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conditions need to have enough energy input into the component to create a good bond but
not too much so that it causes a delamination either at the base/build interface (Type-1a
defect) or within the UAM stack (Type-2 defect).

4.2.2

Base/build interface evolution
The base/build interface is most prone to delamination with layer build up.

Delamination at this interface is often a limiting factor on build height. For certain
applications, the base is also a part of the structure of interest. In such a case, it is necessary
to measure and monitor the quality of the base/build interface. For applications where the
base is not a part of the structure of interest, a certain amount of base/build delamination is
acceptable if the structure remains firmly attached to the base. In both cases, it is imperative
to understand the mechanism of base/build interface delamination. Ultrasonic NDE is a
useful tool to measure the quality of UAM components not only in-situ but also after
fabrication. This is henceforth referred to as offline NDE, since the UAM component is
removed from the machine. The top surface of a UAM component is rough and its texture
is dependent on sonotrode roughness (typically 7-20 μm Ra). This level of surface
roughness limits the frequency of measurement due to surface attenuation. Hence, offline
NDE is best performed from below the base substrate. The six UAM components were
hence immersed in a SONIX acoustic microscopy tank filled with water and a delay line
immersion unfocused transducer of frequency 5 MHz was used for inspection. Ultrasonic
A-scan signals gathered from below the base have three distinct features, the oil/base
interface, the base/build interface, and the top of the UAM stack as can be observed from
Fig. 4.2. Ultrasonic C-scans were obtained by gating a region of interest that corresponds
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to a height within the component while scanning across the other two axes as shown in Fig.
0
4.5.
A 100 μm resolution was used along both the scanning and stepping axes to generate
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an image of the base/build interface henceforth referred to as the reflection image, and an
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-0.8from the top of the UAM stack henceforth referred to as the transmission image. In
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existing literature, the mechanism of base/build interface delamination has not been
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Figure 4.5 Acoustic microscopy gated to generate images at the base build interface
(reflection image) and the UAM stack (transmission image)
Before bonding the first layer, the base was machined and retextured to facilitate
better bonding conditions. It was experimentally observed that this produces better results
as far as Type-1a defects are concerned. Fig. 4.6 shows C-scan images that are presented
in grey scale with white indicating a higher value. The reflection image depicts the quality
of the base/build interface, with a lower reflection representing better quality. The
transmission image depicts the quality of the UAM stack, with a higher transmission
representing better quality. Base/build delamination can be observed in both the reflection
and transmission images. In the reflection image, good bonding corresponds to a black
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region, while in the transmission image, good bonding corresponds to a white region. At
each point. The reflection images indicate that the base/build delamination increases with
vibration amplitude and can be far more prevalent than what is visible to the naked eye.

a)

100 mm

Base/build
interface

b)

30 μm

31 μm

32 μm

3 μm

36 μm

37 μm

100 mm

UAM stack

Figure 4.6 Acoustic microscopy of UAM components at a) base/build interface
(reflection image) and b) The top of UAM stack (transmission image). In the reflection
image, black indicates a good bond while in the transmission image white indicates a
good bond
In the components built with 30, 31 μm vibration amplitude, the base/build
delamination occurs on the inside and is localized to a small region (below the red circles).
The red circles indicate the location of the in-situ monitoring NDE sensor for comparison
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with the interfacial stiffness values. Components 31-37 μm have delamination starting
from either one or both long edges. In Fig. 4. , up to amplitude 36 μm, no delamination
was visible, but that is primarily because of the small field of view. It should be noted that
all these components were firmly attached to the base and the component couldn’t be
manually separated. The component with 37 μm vibration amplitude has Type-1a defects
of two types, starting from the edge and regions of partial bonding that don’t appear to have
started on the edge. Based on the acoustic microscopy images, components 32, 34 and 36
μm should have shown at least a small refection during in-situ monitoring. It is hence
conceivable that after removal from the heated base plate of the UAM system, the
components relax and the delamination spreads further inward.
Due to the visualization provided by offline ultrasonic NDE, we can distinguish
between three kinds of Type-1a defect evolution. The first is due to low energy input which
leads to poor bonding. It occurs primarily on the inner side of the UAM weld and likely
occurred during building the first few layers. The second kind of defect starts from the edge
and occurs due to the vibration of the UAM stack with build height. The base/build
interface acts as a stress concentration which takes the load from the vibrating stack. It is
hence prone to delamination starting on the edges. In several components these cracks start
from the edge and propagate inward along a circular arc. The UAM bonding process itself
is akin to 20 kHz cyclic fatigue. All evidence indicates that these interfaces were once
bonded and then delaminated due to cyclic loading. The third kind of defect is due to
excessive energy input during building the first few layers that leads to a damaged
base/build interface which also occurs on the inside of the UAM weld. Thus, to maintain a
good base/build interface, the vibration amplitude must be optimal during building the first
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few layers followed by which there must be a reduction in vibration amplitude to reduce
the load on the base/build interface. But this approach is not feasible since it leads to Type1b defects which will be discussed in further detail below.

4.2.3

UAM stack quality
UAM stack quality is dependent on geometry as substrate stiffness affects the

ultrasonic energy input. The effect of build compliance on power drawn during UAM has
been reported by Hehr et al. [103]. Optimum vibration amplitude is dependent on
component geometry. In single track components, the vibration amplitude requires change
after every layer with build height. This is referred to as an amplitude-compensated UAM
component. Contrary to the quality of the base/build interface, it is important to increase
the vibration amplitude so that the same amount of power is input into the UAM component.
Fig. 4.7 shows the cross section of 80-layer, 11.5 mm thick component built at 32 μm
vibration amplitude. The first 7.5 mm from the bottom have good layer bonding with no
visible delamination (up to the dashed white line). In the remaining 4 mm, several
delamination defects are observed at interfaces between layers. These are referred to as
Type-1b defects and are caused due to the insufficient power input into the UAM
component.
To utilize vibration amplitude as a parameter to control and study UAM component
quality, it is pertinent to establish the accuracy and resolution of the ultrasonic welder. For
this purpose, a laser vibrometer was aimed at the weld-head of a Fabrisonic R200 UAM
system and the vibration amplitude was measured. The R200 system is an experimental
open architecture machine that is ideal for research and development. The percent
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amplitude setting is an operator input into the UAM system. The DUKANE iQ welder used
in UA

allows for a 1

resolution which approximately corresponds to 0.5 μm amplitude

change. The average standard deviation measured with laser vibrometer at various
amplitude setting levels was approximately 0.2 μm. This indicates that the control system
is highly accurate and there is a clear distinction between vibration amplitude settings
separated by 0.5 μm or more. UA

components were also measured during welding and

it was found that the control is equally good under load.

b)

a)

ibrating
sonotrode

UAM layers

Compliant UA
stack

1 mm
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d)
Good layer bonding

Defects at the layer
interfaces

Figure 4.7 (a) Low-magnification optical micrograph of a 11.5 mm height UAM sample.
(b) Schematic of a compliant UAM stack. In the first 7.5 mm from the bottom, the
sample showed good layer bonding (c). In the top 4 mm, several Type-1b defects
(marked by arrows) were seen at the layer interfaces (d)
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After validating that the vibration amplitude of the horn is very close to the input
value, the mechanism of Type-1b defect formation becomes evident. As the build height
increases, the UAM structure is more compliant thereby requiring less power to keep the
ultrasonic horn vibrating at the same amplitude.
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Figure 4.8 a) Change in average weld power with layer height for varying vibration
amplitudes b) Normalized power
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To test the change in weld power with layer height, a test was conducted on the
R200 system. UA

components with 25 layers of 150 μm thick Al 6061 foils that are 76

mm long were manufactured with varying vibration amplitudes. The average power is a
readout parameter on the DUKANE iQ welder. It represents the average power drawn by
the ultrasonic horn to accurately maintain the vibration amplitude. Fig. 4.8a shows the
changes in average weld power with layer height for varying vibration amplitudes. In each
case, the power reduces with layer build-up. Fig. 4.8b plots the power normalized with
square of the vibration amplitude. The normalized power at various amplitudes falls within
a +/- 10 % standard deviation at every layer height and follows a decreasing trend. In an
amplitude compensated UAM build, the power does not reduce with build height thereby
enabling similar ultrasonic energy input into each layer. The orange line represents the
average of normalized power for all the vibration amplitudes. A linear fit has an excellent
R-squared value and indicates that the average power is decreasing with build height. The
negative slope is representative of the compliance of the UAM stack while the intercept of
the linear fit indicates the normalized power for the other bonding parameters (normal force,
welding speed) and material.
With in-situ monitoring, it is possible to quantify the change in modulus with layer
build up in an amplitude-uncompensated UAM build. Fig. 4.9 shows the modulus of
various components calculated from the average stack interfacial stiffness. These
components were built on the Fabrisonic R7200 UAM system located at Edison Welding
Institute. With increasing amplitude, the stack modulus is higher and with increasing layer
number, and the stack modulus steadily reduces. The component with 37 μm vibration
amplitude has a lower stack quality than the one with 36 μm amplitude. For the first several
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layers, the 37 μm amplitude inputs extra power into the component which causes Type-1a
and Type-1b delamination. This is also evident from Fig. 4.6 which shows the third kind
of Type-1a defects that form due to excessive power input.
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Figure 4.9 Change in UAM stack modulus with layer height and vibration amplitude
calculated by a model-based inversion of in-situ monitoring NDE signals
To validate the results from nondestructive evaluation, it is important to verify the
results with destructive tests. Push-pin mechanical test has been widely used to evaluate
the mechanical strength of UAM components. It involves pushing out a set of UAM layers
in a three-point bend configuration. Push-pin specimen and test specifications were derived
from Hopkins et al. [27]. Two modes of failure are typically observed, first is a premature
failure at the base/build interface and second is a failure through a set of UAM layers. The
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former is primarily indicative of a poor base/build interface and does not necessarily
indicate the quality of the stack. The latter represents the quality of the top few layers of
the UAM stack. The different failure mechanisms are well documented in literature. Fig.
4.10 shows the results of push-pin testing. The area under push-pin curves is the
mechanical work required to push out a set of UAM layers. This represents the mechanical
strength of the component and is combination of shear and tensile loading capability. As
the vibration amplitude increases, the area under load-displacement curve increases until
an amplitude of 36 μm and then drastically reduces at an amplitude of 37 μm. The failure
of the 37 μm component occurred at the base/build interface and is not indicative of the
quality of the entire stack. It is clear from these results that the destructive and
nondestructive tests are well correlated. Another kind of UAM stack defect is the Type-2
or inter-track defect which occurs between adjacent tracks. Type-2 defects will be
discussed in further detail in Sec. 3 where we present a novel method of repairing Type-1a
and Type-2 defects in UAM components.
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Figure 4.10 Push-pin test results for various vibration amplitudes
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4.3 Repairing UAM Defects through Friction Stir Processing
Friction stir processing (FSP) achieves microstructural refinement, densification,
and homogeneity using a rotating tool. The microstructure and mechanical properties of
the processed zone can be accurately controlled by optimizing the tool design, FSP
parameters, and active cooling/heating. The depth of the processed zone can be adjusted
by changing the length of the tool pin, with the depth ranging from several hundred
micrometers to tens of millimeters. FSP does not change the shape and size of the processed
components. For these reasons, FSP is an effective solid-state processing technique for
achieving localized microstructural modification in metallic components. UAM
distinguishes itself from other additive technologies because of its low temperature solidstate processing. UAM is uniquely suited for producing parts with enclosed internal cooling
channels and embedded sensors as well as for producing parts in multi-materials and metalmatrix composites. Even dissimilar metals that are not metallurgically compatible can be
combined to produce multi-material parts without embrittlement or cracking. Repairing
defects in UAM components using traditional joining methods undercuts the advantages
of using UAM. A solid-state processing technique like FSP is an excellent add-on to the
UAM process for repairing cracks as well as refining existing microstructures. The two
most commonly observed defects in UAM are, base/build interface defects (Type-1a) and
inter-track defects (Type-2). FSP can be used to repair defects of both types. Repairing
Type-1a defects can be carried out during component fabrication but it requires the removal
of the base plate and would require some setup time. Type-2 defects can be healed in
between UAM layers by changing the weld head for an FSP tool. Type-1b defects are better
addressed by changing the UAM process parameters. The UAM system is well equipped
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to facilitate tool changes since it utilizes a CNC milling operation between layers. Adding
an FSP tool is a low-cost method to heal defects in-situ between layers as and when
required. The process parameters utilized during FSP are presented in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.11
shows a schematic of the friction stir tool used in the current study. A UAM sample after
FSP is also shown in Fig. 4.11.
Table 4.1 FSP process parameters

FSP Process Parameters
Rotation
speed (rpm)

Traverse feed
(mm/min)

Dwell time
(sec)

Shoulder
plunge (mm)

Tool backward
tilt angle
(degrees)

1000

10

10

0.2

2

FSPed sample
Figure 4.11 Schematic of FSP tool and a typical FSPed sample (top view). Arrows show
the directions of tool rotation and travel. AS and RS denote the advancing and retreating
sides of the processed region
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4.3.1

Repairing base/build delamination
UAM components can be manufactured while having a good quality stack

alongside a base/build interface delamination as observed in Sec. 2.2. If the UAM stack is
the sole component of interest and the base can be discarded after manufacturing, then the
repair of the base/build interface is often not required. However, when the base is a part of
the component or when the delamination at the base/build interface interferes with
satisfactory part fabrication, then repair is required. Base/build delamination also prevents
the transmission of ultrasonic NDE signals and hence hinders in-situ monitoring. In-situ
monitoring can give indication of Type-1a defects far before they become visible to the
naked eye. Fig. 4.12 shows an optical image of base/build delamination that is visible to
the naked eye. The cross section shown is made of 80-layer, 11.5 mm thick component
built at 32 μm vibration amplitude on a Fabrisonic R7200 UAM system.

a)

Ultrasonic Additive

anufacturing layers
7 mm

2 mm

Base
b)

Cracking or delamination at the base/build interface
developed during part fabrication

0.5 mm

Figure 4.12 (a) Optical micrograph of a UAM build. Encircled region marks a crack at
the base/build interface. The crack is shown at a higher magnification in (b)
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Figure 4.13 Schematic illustration of the use of FSP for healing base/build interface
delamination (Type-1a defects)
The same component is also shown in Fig. 4.7 where the reduction in stack quality
with layer build-up was discussed. Fig. 4.13 shows a schematic of inverted UAM
component with support blocks on either side. The length of tool pin is chosen such that it
penetrates through the base and 2 mm (14 layers) into the UAM component. Fig. 4.14
shows the optical micrograph of the cross-section after FSP. The crack developed at the
base/build interface is completely healed. The regions marked 1 to 8 represent the
interaction of the UAM component and FSP. The enlarged optical micrographs in these
regions, clearly indicate the plastic deformation around the rotating tool as seen in Fig.
4.14. Friction stir processing has completely healed the large delamination observed and
refined the layered microstructure of the UAM component.
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Figure 4.14 Optical micrographs a UAM sample FSPed for repair of a base/build
interface (Type-1a) defect. The crack is completely healed by FSP
Even though the delamination is visible to the naked eye, the extent of delamination
is unknown, hence we performed acoustic microscopy to look inside the component. After
removing from the UAM system the component was immersed into a SONIX acoustic
microscope and scanned according to scan parameters discussed in Sec. 2.2 to generate a
C-scan reflection image gated at the base/build interface. A color palette was applied for
better visualization and Fig. 4.15a shows the delamination visible to the naked eye. Unlike
the components seen in Fig. 4.6, the delamination has not propagated all the way to the
center and is only on one side. This is because the vibration amplitude is low (32 μm) and
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the amount of power into the component keeps decreasing with layer build-up. This causes
the delamination to be localized to one corner of the component. Fig. 4.15b shows the
reflection image after FSP processing. The white lines mark the FSPed region. The color
palette for the two images is different but the important feature is the contrast between
delaminated and well bonded regions. A low amplitude in the reflection image indicates a
good bond and thus we can observe from the contrast that the delamination was completely
healed in the region where friction stir processing was performed. Two kinds of Type-1
defects have opposing bonding criteria and optimizing UAM process parameters require a
balance between the UAM stack quality (Type-1b) and base/build delamination (Type-1a).

Delamination healed
a)

b)

90 mm

FSP

Figure 4.15 Acoustic microscopy images: (a) as-built, (b) after FSP. The color scale of
the two images is different with a higher value representing a larger reflection and thus a
delamination
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4.3.2

Repairing inter-track defects
There have been a few attempts in literature to optimize the UAM process for

minimizing Type-2 defects [115]. The Fabrisonic R7200 UAM system has a build area of
3.24 m2 while a single foil width is 25.4 mm. The build height of UAM components is
limited when the component consists of a single track. With multiple tracks, the build
height can be significantly increased. For these reasons, it is critical to address Type-2
defects. The most typical approach to tackle Type-2 defects relies on changing the overlap
between adjacent foils to achieve good inter-track bonding. The mechanism of Type-2
defect formation is through the lack of bond formation between adjacent tracks laid sideby-side. While an overlap region helps to reduce Type-2 defects, it might not entirely
eliminate them. To illustrate the working of FSP, a test component of 40 layers and 3 tracks
was built to have inter track defects, a typical Type-2 defect is shown in Fig. 4.16.

Track I

Track II
1 mm

Base
Figure 4.16 Inter-track defects typically found in UAM components
While it is possible to make components with limited Type-2 defects, when
hundreds of inter-track regions are present across a large UAM component, it becomes
tough to ensure that all the inter-track regions will be perfect. When it comes to Type-1
defects, the bonding mechanism and defect evolution are well understood, and it is possible
to expect reasonable bond quality in an amplitude compensated UAM build. With Type-2
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defects, the reasonable expectation of bond quality might depend on several localized
geometrical factors which are tough to control. This is a limiting factor for making large
UAM components for structural applications.
UAM components often have several tracks laid one beside the other to make
components larger than 1 inch along the vibration direction. Typically, these tracks have
small overlap region to ensure that the tracks laid down beside each other have
metallurgical bonding. This overlap region is often prone to crack initiation and
propagation. FSP is particularly well-suited to repair inter-track UAM defects. UAM is
performed in conjunction with CNC milling wherein the weld head can be replaced with a
CNC tool for machining components to a required dimension. This makes it possible to
incorporate an FSP tool that can be programmed to move according to the existing CNC
infrastructure. This provides the chance to repair inter-track regions after every few layers.
Fig. 4.17 shows the schematic of repairing UAM Type-2 defects using FSP.

Figure 4.17 Schematic illustration of the use of FSP for repair of Type-2 defects in UAM
parts
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Fig. 4.18 shows the optical micrograph of the cross-section after FSP. The crack
developed between the two adjacent UAM tracks is completely healed. The regions marked
1-8 represent the interaction of the UAM component and FSP. The enlarged optical
micrographs in these regions, clearly indicate the plastic deformation around the rotating
tool and show that the Type-2 defect is completely healed as seen in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.18 Optical micrographs of a UAM sample FSPed for repair of a Type-2 defect.
The defect is completely healed by FSP
It can be observed that the inter-track defects as well as base/build delamination
were entirely healed and the region where the process was performed had a homogenous
quality throughout. Even if there is no clear indication of cracking, FSP of inter-track
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regions offers a microstructural and mechanical improvement in quality due to solid-state
processing. There are several advantages of using FSP as a complimentary repair
mechanism specifically to heal existing inter-track defects as well as to improve the quality
of inter-track regions. FSP offers the unique advantage of being able to control the tool
depth and thus the processing zone. A change in tool width is also possible which can be
used on the complex geometries common in UAM. The results demonstrate the use of FSP
tool with UAM as the primary bonding mechanism and FSP as a repair and refinement
mechanism to be utilized in specific regions where the quality of components can be
improved.

4.4 Conclusion
The current study is aimed at developing methods for monitoring and repair of
defects in UAM. Defects in UAM are classified into two kinds namely, Type-1 and Type2. Type-1 defects are further divided into Type-1a and Type-1b defects. Type-1a defects
occur at the base/build interface while Type-1b defects are inter-layer defects that occur at
other locations within the UAM stack. Type-2 defects also occur within the stack but
between two adjacent UAM tracks. Ultrasonic NDE is well suited for monitoring UAM
defects. An in-situ continuous online monitoring ultrasonic NDE setup was designed and
installed on a Soniclayer R7200 UAM system. Ultrasonic A-scan data was collected before,
during and after each layer. A two-parameter wave propagation model previously
developed in [117] was used to study the interaction of ultrasonic waves with UAM
components. Each UAM interface between neighboring layers was modeled as an
interfacial spring. Two independent stiffness coefficients are necessary to model wave
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propagation are base/build interface (η1) and bulk stack stiffness (η). A bond quality
inversion methodology was used for continuous quality evaluation. Both kinds of Type-1
defects were measured which allows the understanding of the mechanism of evolution of
Type-1 defects in UAM.
Acoustic microscopy (offline NDE) was utilized to map base/build interface
delamination. The geometry of the component, location on base substrate and its dimension
play a significant role in the initiation and propagation of this delamination. Among all the
interfaces, the base/build interface is especially prone to delamination since it acts as a
stress concentration during vibration. Ultrasonic NDE provides a physical visualization of
the delamination which could be more catastrophic than is observable through visual
examination. The mechanism of formation and evolution of Type-1a defects was proposed
based on NDE results. Three kinds of Type-1a defects were identified and the reasons for
formation of these defects were discussed.
UAM stack quality was also studied and the reduction in quality with layer build
up was quantified. Type-1b defects form within the stack either due to low or excessive
power input. Based on laser vibrometer studies, the UAM sonotrode in a Fabrisonic R200
research machine was calibrated. The DUKANE iQ welding controller maintains the
average vibration amplitude close to the setpoint (1 % s.d.) in free air and during welding.
Hence it becomes clear that with increasing build height, given that the amplitude at the
sonotrode remains the same, less power is transmitted into the UAM weld. The average
power drawn by the ultrasonic horn for various amplitude settings was presented which
shows a decreasing trend as expected. These results agree with the UAM stack modulus
measured by the in-situ monitoring setup. Type-1b defects of two kinds were examined.
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The defects caused by lower power are a systemic problem in UAM components and can
be remedied by amplitude compensation with build height. Higher power input leads to a
disruption of previous layer bonds and hence inter-layer defects.
Based on our understanding of the UAM defect evolution, Friction Stir Processing
(FSP) was presented as a novel in-situ repair and refinement tool for UAM components.
While inter track defects are repaired from the top of UAM stack, base/build delamination
is repaired from below the base. To illustrate the working of FSP, a test component of 40
layers and 3 tracks was built to have inter track defects. Another test component was built
with single track stacked with 80 layers and had base/build delamination. Friction Stir
Processing repaired the defective zones in both test components as observed through
optical and acoustic microscopy. There are several advantages of using FSP as a
complimentary repair mechanism specifically to heal existing inter-track defects as well as
to improve the quality of inter-track regions. While further research is required to justify
the use of FSP for complex shaped UAM components, the results of this work lay the
foundation for incorporating FSP into the UAM process.
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CHAPTER 5
ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION AS A PROCESS PARAMETER
DEVELOPMENT TOOL FOR LASER POWDER BED FUSION ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING4

5.1 Introduction
Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is a prominent metal additive manufacturing
technology for making functional components in various materials. The quality of L-PBF
components depends on several factors including laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing,
layer thickness, particle shape/size distribution and other build conditions. Developing
process parameters for a new material is an expensive, time consuming and complex
optimization problem which typically involves the manufacture of several coupons, test
bars to characterize the relationships between the build conditions and L-PBF part quality.
In this study, we propose using ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation to evaluate a wider
range of process parameters and narrow the optimal range based on process-structureproperty correlations. Ultrasonic in-situ monitoring of L-PBF has been explored by Rieder
et al. [90,91]. Their system has the ultrasonic transducer below the base plate. This is in
contrast with other online monitoring systems including laser ultrasonics [92],

4

This chapter has been prepared as a manuscript to be submitted to Additive Manufacturing (2018). All

permissions to use this paper as a part of this dissertation are contained in the Appendix.
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thermography [85], x-ray, and eddy current measurements [86, 89] all of which are
performed from above. Ultrasonic monitoring from below the base can only be used on
regular shaped components with the component firmly attached to the base, i.e. with no
support structures. It is not a viable tool for in-situ monitoring of complex shaped AM
components, but it offers the advantage of being sensitive to macro- and microstructural
changes. Rieder et al. [90] have shown that in-situ pulse-echo ultrasonic NDE can detect
poor regions sandwiched between good quality regions. A porosity estimation was also
proposed based on the reflection from high porosity zones or the calculation of ultrasonic
velocity. AM components offer some challenges towards in-situ inspection due to interlayer defect formation. In a typical metal AM component, using a 10 MHz ultrasonic
transducer, the largest si e of the defect that can be resolved is half the wavelength (λ/2 ~
0.3 mm). Defects much smaller than that provide indications in the ultrasonic velocity and
attenuation. Estimation of ultrasonic velocity is typically performed by the means of time
of flight or phase delay calculation. When a new defective AM layer is added to an existing
component, the layer thickness of 50 μm is an order of magnitude smaller than the
wavelength of a typical 5-10 MHz ultrasonic wave. While the individual defects cannot be
resolved, the boundary of a defective layer has partial reflection and transmission. After
sufficient number of layers accumulate, the reflection from the defect can cause a
constructive or destructive interference with the signal from the top of the stack. This
behavior might lead to spurious phase and time of flight calculations. Hence, the most
important consideration during in-situ ultrasonic NDE, is the interference of ultrasonic
waves from within the AM sample with those from the top of the AM stack. Studying these
interference effects is a complex problem and requires a modeling approach.
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In Nadimpalli et al. [117], we proposed a finite interfacial spring stiffness model to
characterize layer defects in Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM) components. This
approach proved to be useful to separate the interference effects with the help of a modelbased inversion of bond quality. Finite interfacial stiffness springs proposed by Baik and
Thompson [38] are used in the ultrasonic NDE literature to characterize imperfect layers
of defects. Zone II defects typically occur via three mechanisms. The first is keyhole defect
that occurs at a certain depth inside the weld track [124]. The second occurs when particles
which get thrown away from the melt pool and get remelted and solidify on top of the weld
[86]. The third is when the recoater blade removes these spherical particles and causes the
formation of pits [70, 71]. Each of these mechanisms causes defects at certain heights
within the component which might be considered as a layer of defects. Zone III defects
occur due to partially sintered or unmelted powders caused by insufficient energy input.
These defects can be also considered as a layer of defects. Even if Zone II and Zone III
defects are stochastic, for modeling wave propagation, a layer-spring model can be
considered. The defects in AM components can be represented by an equivalent layerspring system under the influence of ultrasonic vibration. The thin defective layer is
characterized as an imperfect interface which is a massless finite interfacial stiffness spring.
Fig. 5.1a shows the layer spring model where κ is the interfacial stiffness and d is the layer
thickness. A quality parameter η is a dimensionless stiffness coefficient defined as
(5.1)

η  κd C .
11

Ultrasonic wave propagation through the layer-spring model is achieved through
impedance translation [117]. The homogeni ed Young’s modulus of an Inconel 625 A
component with number of layers (N) whose total height (l >> λ) is calculated and
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presented in Fig. 5.1b. The model is used to calculate the elastic stiffness coefficient (C11)
and thus estimate Young’s modulus (E) according to Eq. (1.3). When the quality parameter
η < 1, the modulus is less than half the nominal value and is considered poor quality. When
η = 10, the modulus approximately is 90

that of a fully dense component. For η > 100,

the modulus is close to 100 %.
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Figure 5.1 a) AM interfaces are modeled as spring stiffnesses b) Change in modulus with
interfacial stiffness coefficient (η) which is a dimensionless quality parameter
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The quality parameter scale can now be used to characterize individual layers
during in-situ monitoring. This approach is a forward model since we assume the quality
of the layer and then calculate the output ultrasonic signal in the time domain by means of
an inverse Fourier transform.
We take the example presented in Rieder et al. [90], to demonstrate the working of
the forward model, in which 2 mm of defective zone is embedded between good quality
layers of an Inconel 718 component. In-situ ultrasonic NDE signals along with the process
parameters of L-PBF are shown in Fig. 5.2. To simulate the first 10 mm of this AM
component, we use the quality parameter η = 50 for the first 5 mm, η = 1 for the defective
2 mm, and η = 50 for the next 3 mm. The total number of layers is thus 250 with the layer
thickness being 0 μm. The red signal seen in the experiment is captured only on the base
with no AM component while the blue signal is captured after 250 layers have been
deposited on the base. As the ultrasonic waves travel through this AM component of 250
layers, we observe a reflection echo from the beginning and the end of the defective 2 mm
region. These echoes are separated because the wavelength of 10 MHz ultrasonic signal is
0.6 mm. In the signal from the experiment, energy loss occurs through diffraction and
attenuation as the wave travels through the sample. Part of the attenuated signal gets
reflected to the transducer. In the simulated signal, energy loss occurs due to the partial
transmission at the interface between the layers. To better simulate the diffraction and
attenuation loss, the interfacial stiffness is considered as a complex number with a small
imaginary component.
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Figure 5.2 a) In-situ monitoring of IN-718 with varying laser power taken from Reider et
al. [90, 91], b) Simulation of ultrasonic wave propagation through AM component shows
the experimentally observed signal features
The experimental and simulation signals from Fig. 5.2 show the separation of the
echoes from the defective region after sufficient number of layers have been built on top.
The challenge for in-situ ultrasonic NDE is that as defective layers are being added, the
signal from the top of the AM stack interferes with the signals from within the AM
component. This issue is especially prevalent at the base/build interface because there is
often an impedance mismatch between the base and the AM component. The impedance
mismatch leads to a reflection echo from base/build interface even if the interface has
excellent quality. Hence, there is an interference during the first few mm of in-situ
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monitoring. It was observed that the phase velocity during in-situ monitoring reduced by
15% even though the AM component was fully dense. Rieder et al. [90, 91], proposed that
the reduction in velocity might be due to the heat build-up within the sample. Several
studies [84, 88] have demonstrated using thermocouples, that the average temperature
measured on the base is typically under 100 °C. Considering the thermal conductivity of
the material and the fact that the coupon was firmly bonded to the base, it is conceivable
that the coupon temperature is close to the ambient base plate temperature. The change in
ultrasonic velocity in Inconel 718 with the 100 °C change in temperature cannot cause >10%
change in ultrasonic velocity. Hence, there must be some other reason for this behavior. To
investigate further, we use our model to simulate a typical AM component on top of a base.
It is useful to model AM components with two independent parameters namely, η1 for
base/build interface and η for quality of the rest of the stack.
Fig. 5.3a shows the simulation results for a good quality stack with an impedance
mismatch at the base/build interface. A random quality change in η is introduced to
simulate experimental signals since each layer will not be the same. The output simulation
(blue) has a small reflection at the base/build interface and even smaller reflections
throughout the AM stack. The layer-by-layer phase velocity of the simulated signals is
shown in Fig. 5.3b plotted on the same scale as experimental velocity. We can observe the
reduction in phase velocity in the first few mm of the AM build, and the zig-zag pattern in
the velocity later both occurring due to interference effects. This is a much more plausible
explanation of the experimentally observed phenomenon. Another factor which might have
caused the reduction could be a change in coupling medium due to rise in temperature.
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Based on the simulation results, a decrease in phase velocity in the first few mm is expected
due to interference effects.
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Figure 5.3 a) Simulation of ultrasonic wave propagation through an AM structure, b)
Comparison of phase velocity calculated from simulation on left and from experiment on
the right published in Reider et al. [91]
Since interference effects are a concern, it is important to have a model-based
quality evaluation while estimating the elastic stiffness from ultrasonic velocity. Hence, a
layer-by-layer bond quality inversion methodology is required. A two-parameter inversion
technique was previously proposed and demonstrated for UAM components [117]. The
method is explained below briefly and the readers are directed to Nadimpalli et al. for
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further details. Using in-situ continuous ultrasonic monitoring, a time-averaged A-scan
signal can be collected after bonding each layer. With the deposition of a layer, the A-scan
signal shifts in time. The signals collected after each layer can be compared to the reference
signal which has only the base. The phase velocity and attenuation of ultrasound within the
AM component are used to estimate the average elastic stiffness (Cstack) and dispersive
impedance of the AM stack. Then the quality of the newly deposited Nth layer (ηN) can be
calculated as
N
Cstack



1  1
1
1 
N
,

 


C11  η1 η2
ηN  C11

(5.2)

where C11 is the elastic stiffness coefficient of the layered material. The inversion is
iteratively performed until convergence is achieved for the quality of the newly deposited
layer. This methodology does not eliminate the interference effects, but it can identify
good-quality layers hidden behind poor-quality layers by accounting for the interference.
To account for the differences between UAM and L-PBF components, an improved
inversion is proposed, which divides the AM component into two groups, first from layers
1 to N-5 and second consisting of the top 5 layers. This approach helps in arriving at
updated quality estimates for the last 5 layers since those are the layers which potentially
get re-melted and whose quality is subject to change. The quality of the AM stack below a
depth of 5 layers is assumed to remain constant. This approach is in contrast with the
inversion presented in Nadimpalli et al. [117]. In UAM components, the base/build
interface quality can change over time. In L-PBF components however, it practically
remains unchanged after 5-10 layers are built on top. In the new inversion methodology, a
matrix of η values for each layer are estimated starting from the first layer. Once the current
layer N is more than 5 layers away from a layer whose stiffness has been calculated, that
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value doesn’t change. This inversion method is efficient and is well suited for the -PBF
in-situ monitoring.

5.2 Design of Experiment
Design of an in-situ ultrasonic NDE sensor setup requires an open architecture LPBF system to install the sensor. Hence, we collaborated with Advratech, that designed
and built such a L-PBF system. The purpose of this test bed is to be a research tool to allow
easy study and development of the L-PBF processes. The test bed has far greater flexibility
to adjust and measure key process variables than any commercially available AM machine.
It consists of a two-platter system, one as a reservoir of supply powder and the other as a
build area. A powder spreading blade transfers thin layers of metal powder ~50 μm thick,
to the build area where the laser melts the powder in the desired location to add to the part
being fabricated. The remainder of powder is swept off and recycled. The platters and
spreading mechanism are driven by linear actuators, and controller software. The laser
source is an IPG fiber laser (500W YLR-500-SM). The laser beam is guided over the build
area by Direct Machining Control software and a ScanLabs galvanometer scan head. The
test bed is controllable and programmable through a desktop computer. The size of the
build volume is approximately ’ ’x ’’ x ’’ , and the entire test bed is housed in an
atmospheric chamber equipped with oxygen sensors. During processing, the chamber is
filled with an inert gas, such as argon, to prevent oxidation during the build process. The
test bed also has a suite of sensors including a laser profilometer, high speed camera, IR
camera and spectrometer. In this study, we present data only from an in-situ ultrasonic
NDE sensor. Ultrasonic monitoring from below the base is ideal for process parameter
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development of regular shape components. A high temperature adhesive couplant was used
to bond a 5 MHz delay line, dual element, high temperature (up to 600 °C) ultrasonic
transducer onto an Inconel 625 base plate.
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Figure 5.4 a) Ultrasonic response of an IN 625 AM component (5 mm) attached to an IN
625 base (10 mm). b) Acoustic microscopy of a coupon that has been removed from the
base
Inconel 625 was chosen because access to coupons manufactured on an EOS M270
SLM, L-PBF system were available for comparison. Dilip et al. [72], showed that at a laser
power of 195 W, components made with energy density (as defined by Eq. (1.1)) < 100
J/mm3 have Zone III (under-melting) defects while energy density > 150 J/mm3 leads to
Zone II (over-melting) defects. The IN 625 coupons of varying quality were immersed in
a SONIX acoustic microscope and scanned using a focused 20 MHz transducer. A typical
signal from a 5 mm x 10 mm x 10 mm coupon attached to a base plate is shown in Fig.
5.4a. The base/build interface and the signal from the top of the stack are clearly
distinguishable. The latter signal is gated, and an image is formed by scanning across the
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other two axes at a resolution of 100 μm. A schematic of the acoustic microscopy setup is
shown in Fig. 5.4b where the transducer is focused at the bottom of the coupon.
The acoustic microscopy images along with the corresponding optical microscopy
images (from Dilip et al. [72]) are shown in Fig. 5.5. Based on these results, an energy
density of 125 J/mm3 appears to be ideal for manufacturing fully dense components. One
of the objectives of this work is to determine if ultrasonic NDE can detect well bonded
regions hidden behind poor-quality zones. For this purpose, the experiment was designed
to have 100 J/mm3 for the first 60 layers, followed by 66 J/mm3 for 10 layers and 125
J/mm3 for 0 layers. The scan speed (1 m/s), hatch spacing (60 μm) and layer thickness (50
μm) were kept constant while the laser power was varied from 200-375 W to change the
energy density.
low energy density un-melted porosity

keyhole porosity

high energy density

acoustic microscopy
20 MHz

20 J/mm3

50 J/mm3

93 J/mm3

121 J/mm3

156 J/mm3

250 J/mm3

Figure 5.5 Optical microscopy images from Dilip et al. [72] and corresponding acoustic
microscopy images from a focused transducer. The coupons were approximately 5 mm x
5 mm x 5 mm cubes cut out for performing optical microscopy
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5.3 In-situ Bond Quality Evolution
The Inconel 625 sample with 3 distinct regions was built on the Advratech test bed
while ultrasonic in-situ continuous monitoring was performed. A JSR ultrasonics remote
pulser-receiver board has a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) up to 20 kHz along with an
8-bit, 1.5 GHz Al8xGTE data acquisition card. For this study a PRF of 5 kHz with a
sampling rate of 750 MHz was used, which gives < 2 ns resolution. Several gigabytes of
signal raw data were stored in a computer. Though it was possible to perform the data
analysis in real time, in this study it was performed post manufacturing. The 5.5 mm x 20
mm x 20 mm coupon built on a 10 mm IN 625 base plate was EDM wire cut into 4 parts
such that the base and AM component are attached to each other.
These components were then imaged using a stereo microscope. Fig. 5.6 shows the
three distinct regions in the component. The first 60 layers with energy density of 100
J/mm3 show several small porosities. The next 10 layers show large unmelted regions as
expected. The last 40 layers are built using an optimal energy density and the component
appears to be close to 100 % dense. The red square regions indicate locations that were
chosen for closer examination in an optical microscope. While sectioning, grinding, and
polishing IN 625 is straightforward, revealing the microstructure requires longer etch time
due to the corrosion resistance of the alloy. A combination of 15 ml HCl, 10 ml acetic acid
and 10 ml HNO3 is used by swabbing up to several minutes.
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Figure 5.6 Schematic of Inconel 625 L-PBF fusion component with varying quality on
the right and an optical macrograph on the left. The red squares indicate regions used for
microscopy
The etched microstructure of the four regions in Fig. 5.6, from bottom to top are
shown in Fig. 5.7a to 5.7d respectively. Fig. 5.7a shows the base/build interface
microstructure. The base has a wrought structure with carbide phase particles. The etching
time was not sufficient to further expose the twin and triple point grain boundaries that are
sparsely observed. In the AM structure, the overlapping laser tracks are clearly visible. The
melt pool depth seems to be ~ 100 μm which is two layers thick. The melt pool width is
also around twice the hatch spacing. The microstructural features within the AM
component are not easy to recognize. Elongated grain growth along the build direction can
be observed. Fig. 5.7b and 5.7c are regions with defects. The scan lines are visible,
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revealing the melted and re-melted boundaries during L-PBF processing. Fig. 5.7d is from
the top 40 layers with well bonded layers. Due to the higher energy density, the melt pool
depth is larger. Even though the density of the component is high, there are small micro
porosity defects even at an energy density of 125 J/mm3. Fine dendritic structure within
the grains was observed from all the locations inside the AM component. The Vickers
microhardness was measured at several points on the base and the alloy. The base plate has
an average hardness of 243 HV with an error of ~5 HV. The AM component has an average
hardness of 333 HV with an error of ~ 8 HV. The L-PBF components have a much higher
hardness compared to the base material. This is due to the high solidification rates leading
to fine grained microstructure.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.7 Optical micrographs of etched IN 625 L-PBF components at, a) base/build
interface, b) within first 60 layers, c) between 60-70 layers, d) between 80-100 layers
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Based on optical microscopy examination, it is evident that the quality of the
component is as expected based on the energy density. Fig. 5.8 shows the ultrasonic signals
captured in-situ, as more layers are built, the signal from the top of the stack shifts in time.
We found that calculating the ultrasonic velocity was challenging after layer 60 due to
interference and loss of signal amplitude within the AM specimen. A moving gate that was
manually selected for each layer, was used to calculate the phase velocity and attenuation.
If the component does not have as many defects, then the manual gating is not necessary.
The main result from the inversion model is the average quality parameter of the AM stack,
from which the individual layer quality can be estimated. Fig. 5.9 shows the average η with
increasing layer number.
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Figure 5.8 In-situ ultrasonic NDE signals after building several layers of L-PBF
component
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Figure 5.10 Change in layer-by-layer interfacial quality parameter with layer build-up
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There is a reduction in the average quality in the first 20 layers and then between
layer 60-70 after which there is a recovery. The reduction in the first 20 layers is due to
interference at the base/build interface and the reduction between layer 60-70 is due to the
interference of the echo from defective region with that from the top of the AM stack. If
large enough number of layers are built on top, then the effect of the defective zone is
eventually masked. But because of the availability of layer-by-layer information, we can
estimate the location of the defective zone. Locating a defective zone is not tough using
ultrasonic NDE, the challenge is to locate good quality bond hidden behind a defective
zone. Fig. 5.10 shows a 5-layer moving average of the quality of each layer estimated
according to Eq. (5.2). A cyclic pattern is observed due to the calculation of stiffness layerby-layer. After each layer, any change in the ultrasonic velocity or attenuation is attributed
to the newly bonded layer. The change in ultrasonic velocity could be due to wave
interference and have nothing to do with the quality of the newly bonded layer. This effect
is mitigated by considering the calculated stiffness of previous layers, but it cannot be fully
avoided. Hence an average of several layers gives a much better representation of the
quality of the component than characterizing each layer individually. The interference
effect at the base/build interface is well accounted for. Similarly, a reduction in the quality
between layers 60-70 accounts for the phase delay due to the defective region, thus the
quality parameter that is calculated later can be measured. The average quality of the first
60 layers is lower than the average quality of the last 40 layers with the 10 layers in between
having the lowest quality. These results indicate the potential of ultrasonic NDE for in-situ
quality evaluation.
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The results of this work allow us to propose a cost-effective methodology to
develop and improve process parameters for new and existing materials. For example, in a
single build with 1024 layers, considering 32 layers as one block (thickness is larger than
wavelength of 5 MHz transducer), 8 different process parameters with 4 values each can
be studied. Repeating a similar experiment by building coupons or tensile bars is very
expensive. Ultrasonic NDE sensors are cheap and widely available. The data acquisition
systems used in this study and Rieder et al. [90,91] are expensive and are meant for
continuous monitoring with a high repetition rate. For layer-by-layer bond quality
evaluation, data acquisition rate of 200 Hz along with a sampling frequency of 250 MHz
is adequate. Typical oscilloscopes along with a pulser-receiver can be used to drive an
ultrasonic transducer leading to a cost-effective in-situ NDE setup that saves machine time
while developing process-structure-property correlations.

5.4 Conclusion
Developing process parameters for new materials in L-PBF is an expensive and
time-consuming process. Ultrasonic NDE is known to be sensitive to part quality,
essentially measuring the change in elastic stiffness due to macro and microstructural
changes. The advantages of utilizing in-situ NDE for process parameter development are
obvious. However, there are several challenges to using in-situ ultrasonic NDE, the
foremost being the interpretation of results due to interference effects. A model-based
inversion routine coupled with a typical ultrasonic NDE system, leads to a cost-effective
process parameter development setup. Developing process parameters for a cube or
cylinder is not necessary if the material in question already has an optimal parameter range.
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But, the optimal parameter set is not applicable to all kinds of geometries. These effects
can be studied, and better process conditions can be developed for a wide range of
geometries. Microstructural control can also be achieved through careful modification of
build conditions. Process conditions that are difficult to study, like scan strategy and effect
of chamber pressure can also be evaluated. In-situ ultrasonic NDE can benefit from and act
as an add on to other in-situ NDE methods like laser profilometry, IR imaging, melt pool
spectrometry, etc. Modeling ultrasonic wave propagation has helped understand the
various features observed from in-situ NDE of L-PBF components, thus making it viable
for in-situ monitoring. The results of this work make a strong case for the addition of an
in-situ ultrasonic NDE tool to any materials R&D platform focused on developing processstructure-property correlations in L-PBF systems.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions
The research goal of this study was to establish process-structure-property
correlations in metal additive manufacturing (AM) using ultrasonic nondestructive
evaluation (NDE). Post-process or offline ultrasonic NDE was shown to be sensitive to
changes in AM part quality. In-situ monitoring during part fabrication provides a unique
opportunity to measure component quality as compared to traditional manufacturing
processes. Due to small layer thickness and possibility of defect formation in each layer,
interference effects contribute to the ultrasonic response. Hence it was important to model
wave propagation behavior in AM components. A finite interfacial spring stiffness model
was developed which accurately simulates experimentally observed phenomena. An insitu monitoring ultrasonic NDE sensor setup was designed and installed on an Ultrasonic
Additive Manufacturing (UAM) system. A model-based inversion of layer quality was
proposed and demonstrated as an effective defect characterization and process optimization
tool. A similar setup was installed on an open architecture Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) system. In-situ ultrasonic NDE is not suitable for real-time monitoring of complexshaped AM components, but it provides valuable micro- and macro structural information
during monitoring of regular geometries. The results achieved in this work make a strong
case for the addition of in-situ ultrasonic NDE as an optimization and defect
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characterization tool that can be used in conjunction with process models and destructive
tests to improve existing metal AM processes. First, several NDE techniques were
experimented with for their potential application to UAM components. linear ultrasonic
testing, electromagnetic acoustic testing, phased array ultrasonic testing, nonlinear
ultrasonic testing, and alternating current potential drop (ACPD) techniques were used on
UAM components. Electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMAT) and ACPD are an
interesting alternative to measure UAM components from above, but that requires stopping
of the manufacturing process and is not practical. Nonlinear ultrasonic testing alone is not
sufficient and should be coupled with a linear ultrasonic system. Phased array ultrasonic
imaging can be utilized to image UAM components but requires further modeling efforts
to interpret the results due to interference effects. Hence, conventional linear ultrasonic
NDE was chosen as a cost-effective in-situ monitoring method.

6.1.1

Designing an in-situ nondestructive evaluation system for ultrasonic additive

manufacturing
Two possible approaches of ultrasonic in-situ monitoring were proposed and tested,
one from above the UAM stack and the other from below the base plate. Monitoring from
above is not feasible since it involves stopping the manufacturing process. Monitoring from
below, is a practical approach that can be used for continuous evaluation. The primary
challenge lies in ensuring that the addition of the in-situ monitoring system does not alter
the quality of UAM components. Supports are required to raise the base plate to
accommodate the in-situ monitoring system. Supports along the bonding and vibration
directions were tested and it was found that raising the base plate alters the quality of UAM
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components as compared to the reference. Thus, a new set up was implemented wherein
the ultrasonic NDE sensor is entirely embedded in a large solid block of aluminum.
Through mechanical testing, it was shown that the quality of UAM components built on
this set-up was comparable to that of base line components built with no transducer beneath
them. The results from continuous monitoring indicated a stark contrast in TOF
measurements during the moment of bonding. This phenomenon is due to the weld head
passing over the top of the UAM stack with a large normal force. TOF change can thus be
utilized as an indication of bonding and helps demarcate the interval between layers. The
in-situ monitoring system can be used to capture the average ultrasonic response after each
new UAM layer is bonded.

6.1.2

In-situ interfacial quality assessment of ultrasonic additive manufacturing

components using ultrasonic NDE
To understand the interaction of ultrasonic waves with UAM component and layer
build up, a wave propagation model was developed with each UAM interface being
modeled as a massless interfacial spring with finite stiffness. The model was validated
using Finite Element simulations. It was found experimentally that one interfacial stiffness
paramter was not sufficient to accurately model the observed phenomenon and hence two
independent parameters (η1 and η) were utili ed. Switching to a two-parameter model,
experimentally observed artifacts caused by interference between pulses could be
accurately simulated. A two-parameter iterative inversion algorithm was developed which
centers on calculating the base/build interfacial stiffness coefficient (η1) if the average stack
interfacial stiffness coefficient (η) is known. Sensitivity analysis on the inversion scheme
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indicates that the proposed ultrasonic NDE technique is most sensitive between average
and very good quality builds with the sensitivity parameter dropping off at both extremes
which indicates that the technique is robust where necessary.

6.1.3

Monitoring and repair of defects in Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing
Defects in UAM are classified into Type-1 (inter-layer) and Type-2 (inter-track).

Type-1 defects are further divided into Type-1a and Type-1b defects. Type-1a defects
occur at the base/build interface while Type-1b defects are inter-layer defects that occur at
other locations within the UAM stack. Type-2 defects also occur within the stack but
between two adjacent UAM tracks. An in-situ continuous online monitoring ultrasonic
NDE setup was installed on a Soniclayer R7200 UAM system. A two-parameter wave
propagation model previously developed was used to study the interaction of ultrasonic
waves with UAM components. Post-process ultrasonic NDE was also used for physical
visualization of delamination. The mechanism of formation and evolution of Type-1a and
Type-1b defects was proposed based on NDE results. Type-1a defects are caused by cyclic
loading of the base/build interface while Type-1b defects are caused by insufficient power
transfer. The defects caused by lower power are a systemic problem in UAM components
and can be remedied by amplitude compensation whereas Type-1a and Type-2 defects need
to be addressed independently. Based on our understanding of the UAM defect evolution,
Friction Stir Processing (FSP) was proposed as a novel in-situ repair and refinement tool
for UAM components. While inter track defects are repaired from the top of UAM stack,
base/build delamination is repaired from below the base. To illustrate the working of FSP,
test components with defects were built. Friction Stir Processing repaired the defective
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zones in both components. There are several advantages of using FSP as a complimentary
repair mechanism specifically to heal existing inter-track defects. The results of this work
pave the way for the development of a solid-state additive manufacturing process with
UAM as the primary bonding mechanism integrated with FSP as a repair and refinement
tool.

6.1.4

Ultrasonic Nondestructive Evaluation as a Process Parameter Development Tool

for Laser Powder Bed Fusion Additive Manufacturing
The L-PBF process involves a wide range of processing parameters and build
conditions for making the AM component. Post-process annealing, heat treatment, HIPing
and milling are often required to achieve necessary dimensional tolerance and structural
performance. While the post-process treatments are a good way to deal with existing
problems with L-PBF components, the best solution is to have a better-quality product
coming out of the L-PBF system. There is scope for improving the build conditions to
optimize the structural performance of AM components. Ultrasonic NDE provides macroand microstructural information which is difficult to gather through other in-situ
monitoring techniques. The advantages of utilizing in-situ NDE for process parameter
development are obvious. A model-based inversion routine coupled with a typical
ultrasonic NDE system, leads to a cost-effective process parameter development setup.
Geometry dependent process parameters can be studied. Microstructural control can also
be achieved through careful modification of build conditions. Process conditions that are
difficult to study, like scan strategy and effect of chamber pressure can also be evaluated.
Ultrasonic NDE is well suited to inform Finite Element simulation models. The results of
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this work make a strong case for the addition of an in-situ ultrasonic NDE tool to any
materials R&D platform focused on developing process-structure-property correlations in
L-PBF systems.

6.2 Future Work
Several directions of future work were found while conducting the research
presented in this thesis.
1) A Phased array ultrasonic transducer can be used to image metal AM
components in-situ. Coupled with forward and inversion models, it is possible
to extract 3D material quality information.
2) Comparing ultrasonic NDE data to other kinds of in-situ sensor data can provide
valuable insights into the process-structure-property correlations for metal AM.
3) In this work, we investigated only longitudinal ultrasonic waves. Shear mode
of ultrasonic NDE can be used to gain complimentary information.
4) While linear ultrasonic NDE is sensitive in the average to good quality range,
nonlinear ultrasonic NDE methods such as wave-mixing and vibro-modulation
are sensitive in the very good to best quality range that is practically
undetectable through linear techniques.
5) Recent research has shown that combining wave-mixing nonlinear methods
with phased array ultrasonic transducers (PAUT), it is possible to have both
linear and nonlinear modes in a single PAUT [125-127].
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6) By comparing in-situ sensor data with post-process NDE and destructive tests
it is possible to design more efficient routines for process parameter
development and metal AM component certification.
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